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Dutch summary
Samenvatting
Nieuwe concepten voor golflengte-afstembare laser-
diodes voor toekomstige WDM-netwerken
Breed-afstembare halfgeleiderlaserdiodesmet een afstembereik van ver-
schillende tientallen nanometers zijn belangrijke componenten voor toe-
komstige optische telecommunicatienetwerken en sensorapplicaties. De
breed-afstembare lasers zullen telecomoperatoren helpen om aan de
steeds groter wordende bandbreedtevraag te voldoen tegen een aan-
vaardbare prijs en daarnaast maken ze de introductie van nieuwe func-
tionaliteit en hogere flexibiliteit in het netwerk mogelijk.
Het hoofddoel van dit doctoraatsonderzoek was het ontwerpen en
onderzoeken van nieuwe types van breed-afstembare laserdiodes die
dezelfde eigenschappen hebben als (niet afstembare) DFB lasers, d.w.z.
een hoog uitgangsvermogen en een hoge zijmode-onderdrukking en
daarnaast beschikken over een breed afstembereik, een gemakkelijk
fabricage en een eenvoudige controle.
Breed afstembare TTG laser
Een breed afstembare twin-guide (TTG) laser [1, 2] bestaat uit twee
TTG secties waarvan enkel de superperiode van de diffractieroosters
verschillend is. De TTG lagenstructuur (Fig. 1) bevat twee dubbele he-
terostructuren met een n-scheidingslaag tussenin die de afstemlaag en
de actieve laag van elkaar scheiden zodat de versterking en de filtering
onafhankelijk kunnen aangepast worden.
Door de verschillende superperiode liggen de reflectiepieken van
de roosters op een verschillende afstand t.o.v. elkaar. De frequentie
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Figuur 1: Breed afstembare TTG laser met bemonsterde roosters
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Figuur 2: Meetresultaten van de breed-afstembare TTG laser. Voor elke ge-
standardiseerde ITU frequentie wordt de beste meetwaarde getoond.
waarbij de pieken van beide roosters overlappen, zal het eerst de laser-
drempel bereiken en daar zal laserwerking optreden.
Door e´e´n afstemstroom te verhogen, zal het reflectiespectrum van
de betreffende sectie naar hogere frequenties opschuiven en de overlap-
pende pieken treden nu op bij een andere frequentie. Dit is het Vernier-
effect. De frequenties tussen die sprongen worden bereikbaar door
beide afstemstromen samen te verhogen, want de overlappende pieken
verschuiven dan continu naar hogere frequenties. Slechts twee afstem-
stromen zijn nodig om over een breed frequentiebereik af te stemmen.
Dit maakt de karakterisatie minder tijdrovend dan bij andere breed-
afstembare concepten. De laser kan met bestaande technologie¨n gefa-
briceerd worden.
De performantie van de breed-afstembare twin-guide lasers (Fig. 2)
is vergelijkbaar met die van andere breed-afstembare monolitische la-
x
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Figuur 3: Breed afstembare Y laser met geı¨ntegreerde detectoren
sers. Een afstembereik van 6THz (meer dan 40nm) werd waargenomen
terwijl de zijmode-onderdrukking boven 40dB blijft voor demeeste ITU
frequenties. Een hoog uitgangsvermogen van meer dan 20mW werd
ook aangetoond.
De maximale theoretische bandbreedte voor directe modulatie ligt
boven de 20GHz, wat de hoogste waarde is die tot nu toe gerappor-
teerd werd. De 3dB-bandbreedte bij 250mW geeft een indicatie dat
de praktisch haalbare bandbreedte in de buurt van 12GHz zal liggen.
Aangezien de huidige lasers niet ontworpen waren voor modulatie bij
hoge frequenties was maar 1GHz haalbaar.
Breed-afstembare Y laser
In de breed afstembare Y laser [3, 4] worden de reflectorenmet licht ver-
schillende piekspatie¨ring achteraan geplaatst (Fig. 3). De gereflecteerde
signalen worden via een multi-mode interferentiekoppelaar coherent
opgeteld (additief Vernier-effect). De frequentie waar twee reflectie-
pieken perfect overlappen wordt de emissiefrequentie als ook de cavi-
teitsmode daar overlapt.
Een hogere zijmode-onderdrukkingwordt bekomen dan bij hetmul-
tiplicatieve Vernier-effect (bijv. bij een (S)SG-DBR laser) omdat de na-
burige pieken die hier ook gedeeltelijk overlappen uit fase zijn.
Dankzij een goed roosterdesign en een nauwkeurige fabricage van
de armen zijn er enkel 3 onafhankelijke afstemstromen nodig om de
laser te controleren. De twee reflectorstromen veranderen de frequen-
tie over een breed bereik en de fasestroom zorgt ervoor dat de caviteits-
mode overlapt met die reflectorpieken.
De breed afstembare MG-Y lasers (Fig. 4) zijn afstembaar over een
breed frequentiebereik (191.05-196.80THz) dat de volledige C- of L-
frequentieband overspant terwijl een hoge zijmode-onderdrukking van
minstens 40dB bewaard blijft. Het uitgangsvermogen van 30 a` 40 mW
was het hoogste dat ooit voor eenmonolitische afstembare laser zonder
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Figuur 4: Meetresultaten van de breed-afstembare MG-Y laser. Voor elke ge-
standardiseerde ITU frequentie wordt de beste meetwaarde getoond.
geı¨ntegreerde versterker gerapporteerd werd, want bij het verlaten van
de caviteit moet het licht geen verliesrijke reflector passeren.
Aangezien er slechts drie controlestromen nodig zijn, heeft de MG-
Y laser dezelfde controlecomplexiteit als SG-DBR of GCSR lasers. Voor
modestabilisatie werden er detectoren geı¨ntegreerd achter de reflec-
toren. Een hoge zijmode-onderdrukking en een hoog uitgangsvermo-
gen wordt bekomen als de caviteitsmode overlapt met reflectorpieken
van beide diffractieroosters, dus een optimaal werkingspunt wordt ge-
vonden bij minimale detectorstromen. Op basis hiervan kan een stabi-
lisatieschema uitgewerkt worden dat het werkingspunt stabiliseert in
het midden van de werkingscel en een modesprong voorkomt.
Een 8GHz directe modulatiebandbreedte voor de MG-Y laser werd
opgemeten [5, 6] bij 80mA actieve stroom. Het theoretische maximum
geeft aan dat dit nog kan verdubbeld worden door een beter ontwerp
dat aangepast is aan hoge frequenties.
Besluit
Twee types van breed-afstembare lasers diodes werden ontwikkeld en
experimenteel onderzocht tijdens dit doctoraatsonderzoek. Beide ont-
werpen voldoen aan alle telecomspecificaties en vertonen een belofte-
vol dynamisch gedrag. De twee ontwerpen zijn waardige competitie
voor de reeds bestaande lichtbronnen voor optische telecommunicatie-
netwerken.
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English summary
New concepts of wavelength tunable laser diodes
for future telecom networks
Widely tunable semiconductor laser diodes with tuning ranges of sev-
eral tens of nanometers are considered key components in optical tele-
communication networks and sensor applications. Those widely tun-
able lasers can help telecom operators worldwide to respond to the
increasing bandwidth demand at a low price, while introducing new
functionality and higher flexibility in the network.
The primary goal of this doctoral research was to develop and ex-
perimentally investigate new types of widely tunable laser diodes that
have the same qualities as (non-tunable) DFB lasers, i.e. high output
power and high side-mode suppression, and are widely tunable, easily
controllable and easily manufacturable.
Widely Tunable Twin Guide Laser
A widely tunable twin-guide (TTG) laser [1, 2] is a two section TTG
laser [7]. The device structure of a TTG laser (Fig. 5) consists of two
double heterojunctions with an n-separation layer in the middle that
electronically decouples the active layer and tuning layer, so gain and
filtering can be controlled independently.
Both sections contain a sampled grating or a superstructure grating
with different superperiod resulting in reflection spectra with slightly
different reflection peak spacing. The frequency where peaks of both
reflectors perfectly overlap will reach the laser threshold first and start
lasing.
By increasing one reflector current, its reflection spectrumwill move
to higher frequencies and the overlapping peaks will occur at another
frequency. This is called the Vernier effect. The frequencies in between
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Figure 5: Sampled Grating Tunable Twin Guide Laser
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Figure 6: Measurement characteristics of a widely tunable twin-guide laser.
For each standardised ITU frequency the best measurement point is shown.
the frequency jumps are reachable by increasing both reflector currents
together, causing a continuousmove of the overlapping peaks to higher
frequencies. Only two tuning currents are required to obtain tuning
over a large wavelength range, which makes the characterisation sub-
stantially less time consuming. The device can easily be manufactured
with conventional DFB laser fabrication technology.
The performance of the widely tunable twin-guide lasers (Fig. 6)
is comparable with that of other monolithic widely tunable lasers. A
tuning range of 6THz (over 40nm) while maintaining a side-mode sup-
pression of more than 40dB for most ITU channels was demonstrated
during this PhD research. A high output power of more than 20mW
was obtained as well.
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Figure 7: A Modulated Grating Y-Branch Laser Diode with integrated photo
detectors
The widely tunable twin-guide laser has a promising dynamic be-
havior. It has a maximum theoretical bandwidth above 20GHz which
is the highest value reported so far and the 3dB bandwidth at 250mA
indicates that an actual bandwidth of 12GHz should be possible. The
current batch of lasers were not designed for high-speed modulation,
so only a 1GHz modulation can be reached at the moment.
Widely Tunable Y-Branch Laser
A schematic of a Modulated Grating Y-Branch (MG-Y) laser [3, 4] is
shown in Figure 7. Two reflectors with slightly different peak spacing
are placed at the back. The reflected signals are added up coherently by
the multi-mode interference coupler. The frequency where both peaks
overlap perfectly will be the output frequency if the cavity mode coin-
cides as well. This is called the additive Vernier effect.
A higher sidemode suppression thanwith themultiplicative Vernier
effect (used with the (S)SG-DBR laser) is obtained, because the neigh-
boring peaks that only overlap partly, add partly out of phase.
Thanks to a careful design of the gratings and a careful processing
of the branches, only 3 independent tuning currents are necessary to
control the device. The two reflector currents are changed to tune the
frequency, while the phase current guarantees an overlap of the cavity
mode and the perfectly overlapping reflection peaks.
State-of-the-art MG-Y lasers (Fig. 8) show a wide tuning range
(191.05-196.80THz) with full C or L-band frequency coverage while
maintaining a high side-mode suppression ratio of more than 40dB.
The output power was the highest measured and reported for a mono-
lithic tunable laser (without integrated amplifier) because the light does
not have to pass a lossy reflector section before exiting the laser cavity.
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Figure 8: Measurement characteristics of a widely tunable MG-Y laser
With three control currents it has the same control complexity as
SG-DBR or GCSR lasers. For mode stabilisation purposes an integrated
photo detector was added after each reflector. A high side-mode sup-
pression and high output power are obtained when the cavity mode
overlaps with a reflection peak of both reflectors, so an optimal oper-
ating point coincides with a minimum in both detector currents. This
stabilisation scheme guarantees that the operating point of an MG-Y
remains in the center of the cell preventing a mode hop.
The MG-Y laser shows good dynamic behaviour [5, 6]. An 8GHz
bandwidth was measured at 80mA active current. One of the highest
reported so far, while the intrinsicmodulation bandwidth indicates that
that number can be doubled through a better high frequency design.
Conclusions
Two new types of widely tunable laser diodes were developed and
experimentally investigated during this doctoral research. Both con-
cepts satisfy all the telecom specifications and they have a promising
dynamic behavior. Both designs are worthy competitors with other
transmitters for optical telecom networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Downloading music and video for your iPod, video conferencing over
the internet, renting and watching a video online, ... are bandwidth
consuming internet applications that are gaining more popularity ev-
ery day. Internet has become a daily consumer item in many house-
holds and several Terabits of bandwidth are generated every day [8].
All these bits are sent over an optical fiber based telecom network
using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) [9, 10]. Several signals
transmitted by different laser diodes at different wavelengths (frequen-
cies) are combined onto one optical fiber without interfering with each
other (Fig. 1.1). The principle can be compared to different radio sta-
tions broadcasting at different frequencies in the same air space. Just
like radio frequencies, the telecom frequencies have been standardised
by the International Telecommunication Union. This ITU-grid [11] con-
sists of equally spaced frequencies centered around 193.1THz.
Transmitters    Mux                 EDFA                   EDFA DeMux      Receivers
Figure 1.1: Principle of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM): Different
optical signals that are transmitted at different frequencies are multiplexed
and transported over an optical fiber. EDFAs are used to amplify the signals
and after de-multiplexing the different optical signals are translated to electri-
cal signals through receivers.
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Figure 1.2: Example of a telecom network connecting Europe with the United
States
When the maximum installed capacity of a link is reached, it is
easier and cheaper to install a new laser diode on the same optical
fiber transmitting at a previously unused ITU frequency than installing
a new optical fiber. Each optical fiber has a potential bandwidth of
25THz. This corresponds to the frequency windows at 1300nm and
1500nm where low loss signal propagation is possible.
Due to the introduction of broadband internet, the bandwidth de-
mand is still growing every year. The internet data traffic is consuming
more and more capacity of the telecom networks. Even though the
bandwidth increase is slowing down, the available network capacity
will run out at some point. For example, the capacity of the optical
fibers over the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 1.2) is expected to saturate between
2007-2015 [12]. Next-generation equipment like optical add-drop mul-
tiplexers and cross-connects should be able to handle network traffic
more efficiently and will thus postpone this saturation of the capacity.
However, the increasing bandwidth demand isn’t the only driving
force in the optical industry. The introduction of new functionality that
reduces the operating and installing cost and simplifies the network
management is gaining more interest from telecom operators world-
wide [13]. Widely tunable lasers can help those operators in adding
more flexibility and functionality to the telecom network, because their
operating frequency can easily be changed.
Since the collapse of the telecommarket at the beginning of this mil-
lennium, telecom operators have been more careful in employing new
network technologies. So the first section of this chapter will concen-
trate on why widely tunable lasers can be of commercial interest for
telecom operators and other markets. The second part of this chapter
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will go into more detail about the telecom specifications that the new
designs have to satisfy in order to be of commercial interest. Section
three will describe the goals of this PhD research and section four will
give an outline of the other chapters. This chapter is concluded with an
overview of the published papers related to this doctoral research.
1.1 Why widely tunable lasers?
Widely tunable lasers can be used in a multitude of applications rang-
ing from telecom oriented purposes to the sensor market.
1.1.1 WDM applications
Telecom data carriers are very careful in adopting new technologies,
but cost reduction is still one of their main driving forces. Widely tun-
able lasers can help them reduce the cost of installing and running net-
works. However, new functionality and more flexibility has been the
main driving force for the research into widely tunable lasers. Both
application areas are discussed in detail below.
Reducing cost
Telecom operators offer a qualitative service to their customers guar-
anteeing a certain uptime of their network. If a laser breaks down, the
network should be up and running as soon as possible. For every op-
erating laser a spare laser is installed in the network, so a spare laser
takes over when a laser breaks down.
Widely tunable lasers can be used as spare laser in the network.
When one of the DFB lasers fails, the widely tunable laser temporarily
takes over until the failed laser can be replaced. The cost reduction is
high because the carriers no longer need a separate spare for every laser
in the network, because thewidely tunable laser can operate at different
operating frequencies and the chances of several lasers breaking down
at the same time are very slim. The spare lasers need to have the same
performance as any fixed wavelength laser, but a higher price and a
limited reliability compared to ’fixed’ DFB lasers are acceptable for this
application.
A second cost reduction step occurs when widely tunable lasers are
used as replacement for failed lasers. Less inventory is needed because
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a widely tunable laser can operate at different frequencies. This sim-
plifies the inventory management and reduces the operating cost. For
this purpose widely tunable lasers need to have the same quality and
reliability as ”fixed” lasers, otherwise they won’t be interesting as re-
placement lasers. A price that is 20% higher than fixed-wavelength
devices is still competitive.
New functionality
Adding new functionality and more flexibility to the telecom networks
has been the main driving force for the research and development of
widely tunable lasers in the past. It is still unclear if and when this new
functionality will be deployed in real systems, because the topology
and the management of the network needs to be changed to take full
advantage of these new functionalities. Nevertheless it is interesting to
go into more detail about what advantages they can have for telecom
operators.
Widely tunable lasers can be used in the creation of reconfigurable
dynamic all-optical networks [14] where fast relocation of bandwidth
is possible by using optical cross-connects and optical add/drop multi-
plexers in network nodes. When activating a new connection, a signal
is send over an unused frequency and the optical routing components
in every network node are reconfigured to send this new signal to the
correct receiver in a matter of minutes. At present, adding bandwidth
to a particular line can take days or weeks, because a technician has to
intervene to add patch cords and change telecom boards. In these all-
optical network applications broad tunability of the lasers is very im-
portant otherwise the all-optical cross-connects only work over a very
limited bandwidth.
Widely tunable lasers also enable optical switching of data packets
[15, 16]. Data is sent in small packets through the network and is routed
based on the wavelength/frequency of the packet without making a
node to node connection in advance.
1.1.2 Sensor applications
The use of widely tunable lasers in field-deployable, long-term stable
sensor is a new market that has gained much interest after the telecom
bubble burst at the end of the nineties. The high speed and long-term
accuracy of electronically tunable laser diodes has made them a very
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Figure 1.3: Optical sensor incorporated in pressure vessel to check the in-
tegrity of the vessel.
interesting light source for applications like gas sensing and structural
health monitoring [17, 18].
An optical sensor can generate data on a wide range of metrics like
temperature, pressure, vibration, distance, gas presence, .... The optical
properties change if one of these chosen metrics changes, resulting in
a shift of the central wavelength of your transmitted or reflected spec-
trum.
All this data is then sent back to an intelligent software system that
can analyze the incoming data and alert in case of problems. A real-
time and correct analysis is only possible when a quick interrogation
of the optical sensor with a high accuracy is possible. Electronically
tunable lasers provide the fastest interrogation creating more sensor
output in a shorter period of time, while a long term reliability in the
toughest environments can be guaranteed. An update of the control
parameters from time to time can extend the lifetime of the lasers even
further.
Widely tunable lasers can also be used for long-distance data trans-
port enabling interrogation of optical sensors that are up to 70 km away.
Monitoring of 20km deep oil wells is one of the new applications that
is possible thanks to the introduction of electronically tunable lasers.
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Figure 1.4: Optical sensor incorporated in a plate
1.2 Specifications for WDM applications
Wavelength tunable laser diodes have to satisfy a set of requirements
to be deployable in WDM networks [19].
Tuning requirements
Obtaining a large enough tuning range in a widely tunable laser is im-
portant. A tuning range that covers the full C-band or the full L-band
is a target.
Additionally, the accuracy and the stability of the output wave-
length are essential otherwise the developed tunable laser diode won’t
be commercially interesting. For the accuracy a frequency error smaller
than 10% of the channel spacing is acceptable. A feedback scheme can
be used tominimize the error. The control and stabilisation possibilities
are discussed in chapter 6.
Fast switching is also of commercial interest for all-optical networks.
For example, optical cross-connects need laser sources that can be tuned
fast over a large tuning range.
Output power
Wavelength tunable lasers need to have an output power that is at least
as high as that of ’fixed’ DFB lasers (10mW or more) to be worthy re-
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Figure 1.6: Definition of linewidth4λ
placements. In the case of low output powers extra amplifiers need to
be introduced to the optical network causing a large cost increase for
the telecom operators.
The output power of electrically tuned laser diodes varies with tun-
ing current due to the carrier-induced losses. This power variation
should be less than 3dB over the full tuning range.
Monomodal behaviour
The output light needs to be monomodal otherwise the transmitted sig-
nal starts interfering with other signals and data will be lost. The side-
mode suppression (SMSR) is defined as the ratio of the power in the
main mode and that of the strongest side-mode (Fig. 1.5). A side-mode
suppression higher than 40dB is required to prevent interference from
other channels in telecom networks.
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Linewidth and noise
Communication systems require a laser linewidth that is smaller than
a couple of GHz. This linewidth is dependent on the phase noise of the
optical signal. The linewidth 4λ is defined in Figure 1.6 as the peak
width at half maximum.
The noise is typically described by the relative intensity noise (RIN),
which compares the intensity fluctuations in the output power to the
average output power. Out of the noise characteristics an idea of the
maximum modulation bandwidth can be extracted. The noise charac-
teristics and the modulation bandwidth are discussed in chapter 7.
1.3 Goals of this work
From the previous sections it is clear that widely tunable lasers with
a tuning range of several tens of nanometers are interesting devices
for many different applications. The many advantages have led to a
multitude of tunable laser concepts in the past years (see chapter 2),
but not one of these concepts has the same qualities as (non-tunable)
DFB lasers, i.e. high output power and high side-mode suppression,
and is widely tunable, easily controllable and easily manufacturable.
The primary goal of this doctoral research was to develop and ex-
perimentally investigate new types of widely tunable laser diodeswhich
can be expected not to exhibit the disadvantages of existing types. This
thesis includes design, fabrication, characterisation and control related
activities for those new concepts.
The widely tunable twin-guide (TTG) laser is based on the concept
of a TTG laser that was extensively investigated during the nineties.
Some simulation results had already been presented before the start of
this PhD but the biggest part of the research, design and development
of the new concept still had to be done. The optimisation of the de-
sign to satisfy the telecom specifications was done during this doctoral
research and the dynamic behavior was investigated as well. This con-
cept was realised in cooperation with the Walter Schottky Institute of
the Technical University of Munich (TU Munich). Most of the fabrica-
tion was done in Munich and they have a lot of expertise after devel-
oping the original TTG lasers.
Diffraction gratings play an important role in every widely tunable
laser concept. The grating design is one of the decisive points with
respect to the device performance of the laser. Through a good grat-
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ing design a large tuning range and a good side-mode suppression can
be obtained. The technology and optimisation of different grating con-
cepts were investigated as part of this doctoral research to obtain a good
tuning behaviour for the tunable laser concepts.
The widely tunable Y-branch laser is the second concept that was
thoroughly investigated during this PhD. This laser concept was pa-
tented by IMEC and has been developed in cooperation with the new
Swedish start-up Syntune. Our expertise was used in the design phase
but the emphasis during this PhD was on the characterisation and the
control of the first prototypes.
The control and the stabilisation of widely tunable lasers are key
issues, because an accurate and stable light signal is necessary in tele-
com networks. Developing a control that is quick and easy to use is
essential if the laser wants to be commercially interesting. Basic ideas
about the control and the stabilisation were already developed for ex-
isting widely tunable laser concepts, but they needed to be fine-tuned
or adapted to work with the new designs, because the operating princi-
ples of the new structures are slightly different. This research has been
done in cooperation with Intune Technologies from Dublin.
At the end of the research it was expected that the new concepts
of widely tunable laser diodes had a superior performance compared
to the existing widely tunable laser diodes on one or more of the key
issues like maximum output power, ease of control and tuning range.
To this extent a comparison was made between existing types and the
new concepts that are presented in this thesis.
1.4 Outline of this thesis
Chapter 2 introduces the working principle of widely tunable lasers
and gives an overview of the existing concepts and their performance.
The main advantages and disadvantages of the existing concepts are
discussed and compared with the potential of the new concepts.
An extensive study of diffraction gratings is given in chapter 3. Dif-
ferent simulation methods are investigated and the design, the fabri-
cation and the characterisation of different grating concepts are dis-
cussed. The influence of the gain and the facet reflections is also in-
vestigated.
The device principle of the widely tunable twin-guide laser is ex-
plained in chapter 4. Some design rules for wide tuning are discussed
and some simulation results will be given. The fabrication is briefly
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mentioned and the characterisation of the fabricated samples is sum-
marised. Finally, some alternative designs are introduced.
The widely tunable Y laser is introduced in chapter 5. The working
principle of the new laser concept is explained and some additional
design rules are given that are particular to this concept. Finally, the
characterisation of the new lasers is shown.
Chapter 6 discusses the control and stabilisation methods of the
widely tunable lasers. After explaining the stabilisation algorithm, some
experimental results are shown.
The dynamic behavior of the new concepts is investigated in chap-
ter 7. Through noise measurements a theoretical maximum for the di-
rect modulation bandwidth of the widely tunable twin-guide laser is
extracted and compared with small-signal modulation measurements.
Also the modulation of the widely tunable Y laser is briefly discussed.
Finally, the obtained modulation results are compared with the values
from other widely tunable lasers.
The results of this PhD research are summarised in chapter 8 and
some perspectives on future steps are given.
1.5 Publications
The results obtained within this work have been published in vari-
ous papers and were presented at various conferences. This paragraph
gives an overview of the publications.
1.5.1 International Journals
• R. Laroy, R. Todt, R. Meyer, M.-C. Amann, G. Morthier, R. Baets,
Direct modulation of widely tunable twin-guide lasers, accepted
for publication in Photonics Technology Letters
• R. Laroy, G. Morthier, T. Mullane, M. Todd, R. Baets, Stabilisa-
tion and control of Widely Tunable MG-Y Lasers with Integrated
Photodetectors, submitted to IEE Proceedings-Optoelectronics
• R. Todt, Th. Jacke, R. Meyer, J. Adler, R. Laroy, G. Morthier, M.-
C. Amann, Sampled grating tunable twin-guide laser diodes with
wide tuning range (≥ 40nm) and large output power (≥ 10mW),
Phys. Stat. Sol. (c), vol. 3(3), p.403-406 (2006)
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• R. Todt, Th. Jacke, R. Meyer, J. Adler, R. Laroy, G. Morthier, M.-
C. Amann, Sampled Grating Tunable Twin-Guide Laser Diodes
With Over 40nm Electronic Tuning Range, Photonics Technology
Letters, 17(12), p.2514-2516 (2005)
• R. Todt, Th. Jacke , M.C. Amann, R. Laroy, G. Morthier, R. Baets,
Demonstration of Vernier effect tuning in tunable twin-guide
laser diodes, IEE Proceedings-Optoelectronics, 152(2), p.66-71 (2005)
• R. Todt, Th. Jacke, R. Meyer, M.-C. Amann, R. Laroy, G. Morthier,
Wide wavelength tuning of sampled-grating tunable twin-guide
laser diodes, Electronics Letters, 40(23), p.1491-1492 (2004)
1.5.2 International Conferences
• R. Todt, Th. Jacke, R. Meyer, J. Adler, R. Laroy, G. Morthier, M.-
C. Amann, State-of-the-art performance of widely tunable twin-
guide laser diodes, European Semiconductor Laser Workshop
(ESLW), United Kingdom, (2005)
• R. Laroy, G. Morthier, R. Todt, R. Meyer, M.C.-Amann, R. Baets,
Intrinsic modulation bandwidths of widely tunable SG-TTG la-
sers, European Semiconductor laser Workshop 2005, United
Kingdom, (2005)
• R. Todt, Th. Jacke, R. Meyer, J. Adler, R. Laroy, G. Morthier, M.-C.
Amann,Widely tunable twin-guide laser diodes with over 40 nm-
tuning range, Proc. of 32nd International Symposium on Com-
pound Semiconductors (ISCS), Germany, p.Tu3.6 (2005)
• R. Todt, Th. Jacke, R. Meyer, J. Adler, R. Laroy, G. Morthier, M.-
C. Amann, Widely tunable twin-guide laser diodes at 1.55µm,
Proc. of OptoElectronics and Communications Conference, Post-
Deadline Paper PDP07, South Korea, p.13-14 (2005)
• R. Laroy, G. Morthier, R. Baets, Widely Tunable Lasers for future
WDM networks, IEEE/LEOS Benelux Annual Workshop 2005
(invited), Netherlands, p.7 (2005)
• R. Todt, T. Jacke, R. Meyer, R. Laroy, G. Morthier, MC. Amann,
Wide-wavelength tuning of sampled grating tunable twin-guide
laser diodes, SPIE’s Photonics West Symposium, 5738, United
States, p.253-261 (2005)
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• R. Todt, Th. Jacke, R. Meyer, M-C Amann, R. Laroy, G. Morthier,
Tunable twin-guide laser diodes for wide wavelength tuning at
1.55µm, SPIE conference Optics East, 5594, United States, p.94-
101 (2004)
• G. Morthier, R. Laroy, I. Christiaens, R. Todt, Th. Jacke, M.-C.
Amann, J-O. Wesstrom, S. Hammerfeldt, T. Mullane, N. Ryan, M.
Todd, New widely tunable edge-emitting laser diodes at 1.55µm
developed in the European IST-project Newton,Asia-Pacific Op-
tical Communications, China (2004)
• R. Laroy, G. Morthier, R. Baets, Influence of gain on reflection
spectra in widely tunable lasers , European Semiconductor Laser
Workshop 2004, Sweden, (2004)
• R. Todt, Th. Jacke, R. Meyer, M-C Amann, R. Laroy, G. Morthier,
Wide wavelength tuning of sampled-grating tunable twin-guide
laser diodes, European Semiconductor Laser Workshop, Sweden,
(2004)
• R. Todt, Th. Jacke, R. Meyer, M-C Amann, R. Laroy, G. Morthier,
Tuning performance of widely tunable twin-guide laser diodes,
28th WOCSDICE 2004, Slovakia, p.99-100 (2004).
• R. Todt, Th. Jacke, R. Meyer, M-C Amann, R. Laroy, G. Morthier,
Design and Fabrication of Widely Tunable Twin-Guide Laser
Diodes, Semiconductor and Integrated Opto-Electronics Confer-
ence (SIOE), United Kingdom, (2004)
• R. Laroy, G. Morthier, R. Baets, G. Sarlet, J.-O. Wesstrm, Charac-
teristics of the modulated grating Y laser for future WDM net-
works, IEEE/Leos Benelux Annual Symposium 2003, Nether-
lands, p.55-57 (2003)
• R. Laroy, G. Morthier, R. Todt, R. Meyer, M.-C. Amann, Progress
on the development of a widely tunable TTG laser, IST-NEWTON
Workshop on tunable laser diodes, Italy, (2003)
• J.-O. Wesstro¨m, S. Hammerfeldt, J. Buus, R. Siljan, R. Laroy, H. de
Vries, Design of a Widely Tunable Modulated Grating Y-branch
Laser using the Additive Vernier Effect for Improved Super-Mode
Selection, 2002 IEEE International Semiconductor Laser Confer-
ence, Germany, p.99-100 (2002)
Chapter 2
Tuning mechanisms and
laser concepts
It is expected that future optical telecommunication networks will rely
on widely tunable lasers to provide extra flexibility, functionality and
performance. This has led to a multitude of tunable laser concepts in
the past years, but none of these concepts has the same qualities as
(non-tunable) DFB lasers, i.e. high output power and high side-mode
suppression, and is widely tunable, easily controllable and easily man-
ufacturable.
The main objective of this PhD was to develop and experimen-
tally investigate new types of widely tunable laser diodes which have
a number of potential advantages over the existing concepts; e.g. high
output powers, simple fabrication, better stability or simple tuning. All
the new concepts rely on electronic tuning and offer therefore also the
capability of fast wavelength switching.
This chapter will start with an introduction of some basic laser con-
cepts and tuning mechanisms. Afterwards an overview of the exist-
ing widely tunable laser concepts and their performance is given. This
overview is kept very brief but nevertheless contains the main advan-
tages and disadvantages of the existing concepts. This is followed by
an introduction of the new structures that were developed within this
PhD research.
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Figure 2.1: Lasing in a Fabry-Pe´rot laser (left column) and a DBR laser with a
wavelength selective reflector (right)
2.1 Laser basics
Photons are created in the laser cavity through spontaneous emission
and then further amplified by stimulated emission. Current is injected
into the active layer to obtain enough gain through stimulated emis-
sion.
Lasing needs reflection (through mirrors) and amplification of the
photons (through stimulated emission) in the laser cavity. Lasing oc-
curs when the round trip gain is unity: the optical field after one round-
trip in the cavity should be the same as the original field. The active cur-
rent at which this resonance condition is met first is called the threshold
current.
Gain clamping occurs above threshold and the extra carriers in-
jected above threshold are converted into photons via the stimulated
emission process. These photons are partly emitted towards the out-
side world via the laser facets and partly absorbed.
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A laser starts operating at the wavelength where the cavity round-
trip gain g(λ) reaches unity first and where the roundtrip phase φ(λ) is
an integer multiple of 2pi.
For the cavity roundtrip gain to reach unity, the cavity gain needs
to compensate the internal loss αi and the mirror loss αm, so the gain
condition can be written as:
Γga(λ)− αi − αm(λ) = 0 (2.1)
with ga the active-medium gain and Γ the confinement factor of the
mode in the gain layer. The mirror loss αm can be made wavelength
dependent by using diffraction gratings (§3) as mirrors.
The phase condition depends on the cavity length L and the effec-
tive refractive index neff = n′eff + jn
”
eff :
λM =
2n′effL
M
(2.2)
with M the order of the cavity mode.
The solution gives a set of longitudinal cavitymodes at which lasing
can occur (Fig. 2.1). The laser will start lasing at the cavity mode that
reaches the gain condition 2.1 first. This corresponds with the cavity
mode that undergoes the lowest mirror losses. The wavelength can be
tuned by changing the phase condition or thewavelengthwithminimal
mirror loss. Both conditions are dependent on the effective refractive
index.
A simple example of a wavelength selective mirror is a uniform
grating (Fig. 2.1 (right column)). In a uniform grating the effective re-
fractive index of the laser waveguide is periodically modulated. Light
traveling through the grating is reflected at every change of the refrac-
tive index. Those reflections only interfere constructively in a small
frequency range and lasing occurs at only one wavelength, the Bragg
wavelength (§3.1):
λlaser ≈ λBragg = 2Λn′eff (2.3)
From formula 2.3, it is clear that tuning can be obtained by changing
the real part of the effective refractive index n′eff :
∆λ =
|∆n′eff |
n′effλB,0
(2.4)
with λB,0 the Bragg wavelength without tuning.
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Figure 2.2: Distributed Feedback Laser
In a Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser [20, 21] a uniform diffraction
grating is placed above or below the active layer (Fig. 2.2) creating a
wavelength selective behaviour. The output wavelength is once again
given by formula 2.3. Wavelength tuning can be obtained by changing
the refractive index neff through heating.
Most telecom lasers sold today are DFB lasers due to their low cost,
easy manufacturing, high reliability and stability, high output power
and high side-mode suppression (SMSR). The DFB lasers set high re-
quirements for the widely tunable laser concepts, if they want to be a
worthy replacement for DFB lasers.
2.2 Basic tuning mechanisms
2.2.1 Electrical tuning
Many widely tunable laser concepts [7, 22, 23, 24, 25] use electrical tun-
ing, where current is injected into the wavelength selective reflector to
change the refractive index and thus creating a shift of the peak wave-
length.
By injecting current a band-filling effect will occur. The injected
electrons will move to the lower bands of the conduction band and
the injected holes will occupy the highest bands of the valence band.
So higher photon energies will be required to excite an electron from
the valence band to the conduction band and the absorption coefficient
will decrease.
Additionally the absorption of a photon can move the carrier to a
higher energy state within the same band (intra-band) or move holes
to another valence band (inter-valence band), while the extra energy is
dissipated through lattice vibrations.
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All these effects lead to a decrease of the absorption coefficient α
and also the imaginary part of the refractive index n”eff decreases be-
cause both parameters are linked by the following formula:
α(λ) = −2k0n”eff (λ) (2.5)
Through the Kramers-Kronig equations also the real part of the re-
fractive index is decreased with increasing tuning current and through
formula 2.3 the Bragg wavelength is moved to lower values.
Due to recombination a sustained currents needs to be applied to
keep the wavelength change. At higher current densities the recombi-
nation increases more rapidly ( ∼ N3 ) limiting the achievable tuning
range:
It = eVtR(N) = eVt(
N
τs
+BN2 + CN3) (2.6)
with R(N) the recombination rate, e the charge of an electron, Vt
the volume of the tuning region, τs the carrier lifetime (order of a few
nanoseconds), B the constant for the band-to-band radiative recombi-
nation, C the constant for the Auger recombination.
Additionally, the tuning efficiency decreases with increasing tuning
current due to two parasitic heating effects. The tuning diode has a
series resistance, so power is dissipated when a current runs through
it causing heating (Joule effect). There is also heating through non-
radiative recombination processes. Heating causes band gap shrink-
age leading to an opposite effect on the refractive index decreasing the
tuning range.
The wavelength can be switched by changing the amount of tuning
current that is injected into the wavelength selective element. From
formula 2.6 it is clear that the wavelength tuning speed for electrical
tuning is limited by the effective carrier lifetime τd, which is typically a
few nanoseconds.
2.2.2 Thermal tuning
With thermal tuning the laser sample is heated to change the refractive
index. At increasing temperature there are more hole-hole interactions
in the valence band leading to a higher edge of the valence band. The
same effect occurs with the electrons in the conduction band leading
to a band gap shrinkage that lowers the photon energy needed for ab-
sorption. The refractive index enlarges due to this absorption increase.
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Figure 2.3: Mechanically tuned External Cavity Laser (ECL)
The wavelength increases with about 0.1nm/K for an InP telecom laser
emitting around 1550nm.
The increase of threshold current with temperature is exponential,
so the temperature increase is limited to around 60 degrees, leading to a
limited tuning range of 6nm. By placing the tuning region further away
from the active region higher temperatures are possible without in-
creasing the threshold current leading to tuning ranges up to 15nm. In
many cases at higher temperature there’s also a reduced output power
and a degradation of the laser performance.
Fast wavelength switching isn’t possible in thermally tuned devices
due to their slow thermal response on a timescale of milliseconds. The
heat is moved from the waveguide to the chip, then to the subcarrier
and finally taken away by the heat sink. The larger the thermal conduc-
tivity between those elements, the faster the switching can occur.
2.2.3 Mechanical tuning
Mechanical tuning alters the wavelength by mechanically changing the
cavity length or the angle of incidence into the reflector (Fig. 2.3), but
the switching is very slow (order of milliseconds).
The largest tuning range is obtained throughmechanical tuning but
the complex fabrication and packaging and the mechanical sensitivity
make these devices quite expensive, so they are only used in test and
measurement environments.
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Figure 2.4: Distributed Bragg Reflector Laser
2.3 Tunable laser concepts
Before introducing a couple of state-of-the-art widely tunable laser con-
cepts, some basic tunable laser concepts and their tuning mechanisms
need to be introduced to understand theworking principles of themore
complicated widely tunable laser concepts.
2.3.1 Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) laser
A Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) laser [20] is a three or four section
device (Fig. 2.4) in which the gain section amplifies the light, the re-
flector section(s) is responsible for the filtering and the phase section
guarantees that the cavity mode is aligned with the reflector peaks so
that a high side-mode suppression can be obtained.
A DBR laser has a fast electrical tuning [26, 27]. A limited tuning
range of 5 to 10nm can be obtained by electronically tuning a DBR laser
[28, 29]. DBR lasers have the disadvantage that an extra phase section
is needed to obtain a high SMSR, so the amount of control parameters
is increased.
2.3.2 Tunable Twin-Guide (TTG) laser
A distributed feedback tunable twin-guide (DFB-TTG) laser [7, 30, 31,
32, 33] is an electronically tunable DFB type laser diode. The device
structure of a DFB-TTG laser (Fig. 2.5) consists of two p-n junctions
with a n-type separation layer in the middle that electronically decou-
ples the active layer and tuning layer. This prevents the active current
from influencing the tuning and the tuning current from influencing
the gain. The gain current (Ia) that is injected at the bottom, controls
the carrier density in the active layer and the refractive index of the
layer structure. The tuning current It that is injected at the top of the
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Figure 2.5: Device structure of a Tunable Twin Guide (TTG) Laser
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Figure 2.6: Tuning characteristics of a DFB-TTG laser
device only changes the refractive index of the tuning layer and can be
used to electronically change the wavelength of the laser.
Like any other DFB type laser, this concept has the advantage that
in the presence of a pi phase shift in the middle of the grating and with
good anti-reflection coatings on the facets, the laser cavity mode re-
mains aligned with the reflector peaks and a high side-mode suppres-
sion is guaranteed.
DFB-TTGs with a 9nm tuning range (Fig. 2.6) and output powers
up to 6mWwere reported [34] by the Technical University of Munich.
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Figure 2.7: Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL)
2.4 Existing concepts of Widely Tunable Lasers
Widely tunable laser diodes, with a tuning range of several tens of
nm, have been investigated and fabricated since several years now.
In the following paragraphs an overview of different widely tunable
laser concepts other than those studied in this PhD will be given. This
overview is kept very brief but nevertheless contains the main advan-
tages and disadvantages of the existing concepts.
2.4.1 Different types of widely tunable lasers
A multitude of widely tunable laser concepts has been investigated in
the past few years. A classification can be made depending on a wide
range of properties. These classifications will be discussed in the next
paragraphs before going into detail about specific laser concepts.
Edge-emitting vs. surface-emitting
In addition to the tuning mechanisms, a distinction can be made by
the direction of the emitted light. In a vertical cavity surface emitting
laser the mirrors are placed above and below the gain layer and the
light is emitted from the surface of the device instead of the edge like
in conventional laser concepts (Fig. 2.7).
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Figure 2.8: SG-DBR laser integrated with amplifier and modulator
Surface emitting lasers like Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers
(VCSEL) [35] can be tested before cleaving and packaging speeding up
the testing process and reducing the manufacturing costs. The emitted
laser beam is circular so it is easier and cheaper to couple the light into
the fiber. Widely tunable VCSELs demonstrate low power consump-
tion and a large wavelength range. The tuning is mechanical and the
switching is slow (order of milliseconds). The main disadvantage of
the VCSEL is the low output power due to the very small active region
design that is necessary to maintain single mode operation. Addition-
ally the fabrication can be very complex, certainly in the case where a
movable reflector is used as the top reflector.
Edge-emitting laser diodes have two large advantages compared
to surface-emitting devices: they can be electronically tuned and with-
out changing the basic manufacturing process they can easily be inte-
grated [36] with other components such as electro-absorption or Mach-
Zehnder modulators, semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA), optical
monitoring photodiodes, etc. . . (Fig. 2.8) There has been a lot of re-
search in this area due to advantages like low cost, low power dissi-
pation, higher reliability and high volume by sharing the same tech-
nology for a number of components. However, integrating extra com-
ponents can have a bad influence on noise, linewidth, side-mode sup-
pression and output power and the design becomes more complicated
[37, 38, 39, 40, 41].
A single laser versus a laser array
In a laser array (Fig. 2.9) several DFB lasers with a limited tuning range
of 3 to 5 nanometers are combined through a multimode interference
(MMI) coupler [42] to obtain a large quasi-continuous tuning range.
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Figure 2.9: Widely tunable DFB laser array
DFB laser array
Tilted 
mirror
Optical fiber
Figure 2.10: Widely tunable DFB laser array withMEMsmirror to couple light
into the fiber
The lasers are excited one at a time and they are tuned by heating up the
laser sample. Each laser should be fabricated with a slightly different
grating design to offset their lasing wavelengths with 3 to 5 nanometers
to obtain a large quasi-continuous tuning range. These requirements
set very tight fabrication tolerances. Other disadvantages include the
significant combiner losses and the high power dissipation to obtain a
large tuning range with thermal tuning.
To overcome the high combiner losses another approach for a DFB
laser array is used (Fig. 2.10) where a micro-electromechanical systems
(MEMs) tilt mirror is placed in the focal plane of a collimating lens to
select the appropriate laser [43, 44]. This approach is slower (mechani-
cal tuning) and the processing and the control is more complicated.
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A GaInAsP–InP Double-Ring Resonator
Coupled Laser
Dominik G. Rabus, Member, IEEE, Zhixi Bian, and Ali Shakouri
Abstract—A monolithic single-mode GaInAsP-InP double
microring resonator coupled laser is demonstrated for the first
time. The laser comprises two passive ring resonators, semi-
conductor optical amplifiers in the bus waveguides, and 3-dB
codirectional couplers. The laser has an output power of 0.5 mW
with a sidemode supression ratio of 35 dB. The tunability is
demonstrated using integrated platinum resistors on top of the
waveguides in the rings.
Index Terms—Directional couplers, resonators, ring lasers,
semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs).
I. INTRODUCTION
M ICRORING resonators are of great interest. They arepotential candidates for large-scale photonic integrated
circuits for applications such as optical add–drop filters, signal
processing, switching, modulation, wavelength conversion, and
lasers. This is due to their merits both as compact devices and
as high -resonators.
In the configuration of a racetrack ring resonator, the coupling
strength can be adjusted by changing gap size and coupling
region length. In order to make the free spectral range (FSR)
large, either a small radius of curvature microring is needed [1]
or a double-ring resonator (DRR) configuration has to be used,
where the radii of the rings differ slightly from one another.
In a ring resonator coupled laser (RCL), the frequency-de-
pendent passive mirror with complex amplitude reflectivity is
formed by the combination of a coupled microring resonator
with a reflection facet. This frequency-dependent passive mirror
can considerably extend the effective cavity length and photon
lifetime at the lasing wavelength. Thus, the laser linewidth and
the frequency chirp can be greatly reduced. The first demonstra-
tion of a semiconductor microring RCL was done by Park et al.
[2] using a single ring resonator made out of active material bi-
ased at transparency. In addition, a DRR configuration can be
used to extend the wavelength tuning range using the vernier
effect. The idea of wide tunable double-ring RCLs (DR-RCLs)
comprising of passive ring resonators and active gain sections
was proposed by Liu et al. [3]. A double-ring coupled laser has
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Fig. 1. Photograph of a DR-RCL.
been demonstrated recently using a tunable polymer double mi-
croring filter and erbium-doped fiber amplifier gain [4].
In this letter, DR-RCLs with integrated semiconductor optical
amplifiers (SOAs) on the basis of GaInAsP–InP have been fab-
ricated and characterized.
II. DESIGN AND FABRICATION
A detailed theoretical analysis of ring RCLs can be found in
[5]. A standard ridge waveguide laser structure was used for
the SOA section, which required an additional epitaxial growth
step [6]. The width of the SOA is 2.2 m. The bandgap wave-
length of the quaternary material used for the passive waveguide
is m. The waveguide ridge was deeply etched on
the outer side of the ring to increase the light confinement and re-
duce the ring loss. The passive waveguide width is 1.8 m. The
design, fabrication, and layer sequence of the ring resonators,
SOA, and passive waveguides are described in [6]. A photo-
graph of a DR-RCL is shown in Fig. 1.
The ring resonators have a slightly different radius to increase
the FSR and to achieve a single-mode operation. A DRR opens
the possibility of expanding the FSR to the least common mul-
tiple of the FSR of individual ring resonators. This is done by
choosing different radii in the DRR. In the case of different radii,
the light passing through the DRR is launched from the drop port
when the resonant conditions of the two single ring resonators
are satisfied. The FSR of the DRR with two different radii is ex-
pressed by
(1)
which leads to
(2)
where and are natural and coprime numbers, and
are FSRs of Rings 1and 2, respectively. The transfer func-
tions are critically dependent on the coupling coefficients.
1041-1135/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
Figure 2.12: Widely Tunable Double-Ring Resonator Coupled Laser
(Reprinted with permission from IEEE Photonics Technology Letters, Vol. 17,
pp. 1770 - 1772 ©2005 IEEE)
Externa cavity lasers
Sev r l widely tunable laser concepts incorporate an external element
in the laser cavity (Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.11). The external element is me-
chanically [45], thermally [46] or electronically (through liquid crystals)
[47] tuned o create an overlap between the cavity mode and the reflec-
tion peaks. Biggest concerns are manufacturing an reliability, because
several optical elements need to be aligned precisely during manufac-
turing.
Wavelength selective el ments
Diffraction gratings like sampl d gratings and superstructure gratings
(chapter 3) are mostly used as wavelength selective element in widely
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tunable lasers. Recently other reflector concepts like ring resonators
(fig. 2.12) have received a lot of attention [48].
Different concepts [49, 50, 51] have been presented with a high side-
mode suppression, a high output power and an easy fabrication. A
much higher tuning range can be obtained because the peak spacing
difference can be made much smaller than with diffraction gratings.
Lasers with a tuning range higher than 40nm haven’t been presented
yet. The peaks are also more uniform and much smaller in linewidth.
Conclusion
The electronically tuned monolithic edge-emitting widely tunable la-
sers have a wide tuning range, a compact size and fast switching and
they can easily be fabricated and integrated with other components. In
the following paragraphs some of these laser concepts will be discussed
in more detail.
2.4.2 Superstructure Grating or Sampled Grating Distributed
Bragg laser
In a Superstructure Grating (SSG) or Sampled Grating (SG) Distributed
Bragg (DBR) laser a very stable filter is obtained through two reflec-
tors with slightly different superperiod (Fig. 2.13). Using the Vernier
effect (see §4.1.1) a tuning range of more than 40nm is possible [22, 52]
through electrical tuning. A phase section is added to guarantee the
alignment between the cavity mode and the reflected peaks. Carrier-
induced tuning losses in the reflectors cause a low output power (order
of 20mW) and a high power variation. Recent research has focused on
integrating a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) in the design to
overcome these problems [36, 40].
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Figure 2.14: Digital-Supermode Distributed Bragg Reflector (DS-DBR)
Figure 2.15: Grating-assisted coupler with rear sampled reflector (GCSR)
2.4.3 Digital-Supermode Distributed Bragg Reflector
A Digital-Supermode Distributed Bragg Reflector (DS-DBR) laser [25,
53] is comparable in performance, fabrication and operation to a 4-
section (S)SG-DBR laser. The biggest difference is the front grating
section that consists of a concatenation of short Bragg sections with
slightly different periods (Fig. 2.14). One of the reflection peaks of the
back grating is filtered out by electronically activating one or more of
the short front Bragg sections with a low input current. Due to lower
tuning-induced losses a larger output power and lower power varia-
tion can be obtained compared to an (S)SG-DBR laser. The DS-DBR
concept requires many more tuning currents resulting in a more com-
plicated control mechanism. Moreover the front reflector is less selec-
tive due to its broader filter characteristic, which hurts the single mode
stability.
2.4.4 Grating-assisted coupler with rear sampled reflector
A Grating-assisted coupler with rear sampled reflector (GCSR) laser
[23, 54] consists of a co-directional coupler that filters out a narrow
range of wavelengths from the Bragg reflector (Fig. 2.15). Only small
tuning currents are required to tune over awide quasi-continuouswave-
length range (more than 60 nm), so fast wavelength switching is pos-
sible (order 5ns). A high output power (larger than 25mW) and a low
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power variation (lower than 1.4dB) during tuning can be obtained be-
cause all (passive) tuning sections are located on one side of the (active)
gain section. A large disadvantage is the complex fabrication process
causing a lower fabrication yield. Monolithic integration with mod-
ulators, amplifiers, etc. is less obvious than for other widely tunable
lasers because a reflecting front facet is required for the laser operation.
The control and stabilisation of the device is complicated because the
feedback is less wavelength-dependent due to the use of a coarse filter.
2.5 Two New Concepts
2.5.1 Widely Tunable Twin Guide(TTG) Laser
A widely tunable twin-guide (TTG) laser [1, 2] is a two section TTG
laser [7]. The device structure of a TTG laser (Fig. 2.16) consists of two
double heterojunctions with an n-separation layer in the middle that
electronically decouples the active layer and tuning layer, so gain and
filtering can be controlled independently.
Both sections contain a sampled grating or a superstructure grating
with different superperiod resulting in reflection spectra with slightly
different reflection peak spacing. The frequency where peaks of both
reflectors perfectly overlap will reach the laser threshold first and start
lasing.
By increasing one reflector current, its reflection spectrumwill move
to higher frequencies and the overlapping peaks will occur at another
frequency. This is called the Vernier effect. The frequencies in between
the frequency jumps are reachable by increasing both reflector currents
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Figure 2.17: Modulated Grating Y-Branch (MGY) lasers
together, causing a continuousmove of the overlapping peaks to higher
frequencies. Only two tuning currents are required to obtain tuning
over a large wavelength range, which makes the characterisation sub-
stantially less time consuming. The device can easily be manufactured
with conventional DFB laser fabrication technology although 3 over-
growth steps are required.
The design, fabrication and characterisation of the Widely Tunable
Twin Guide Laser will be discussed in chapter 4.
2.5.2 Widely Tunable Y-Branch Laser
In the widely tunable Y-Branch laser concept [3, 4], the different func-
tions are separated into different sections. The gain section amplifies
the light. The multi-mode interference (MMI) coupler splits the light
into 2 equal beams. The reflectors filter out certain frequencies. The dif-
ferential phase section guarantees that the reflected beams are added
up in phase. And the common phase section is responsible for the
alignment between the cavity mode and the reflected peaks.
The need for 4 independent tuning currents in this device is a po-
tential disadvantage, because the characterisation becomes time con-
suming. Thanks to a careful design of the gratings and a careful pro-
cessing of the branches the amount of tuning currents needed can be
decreased to 3 currents.
A high output power and a lower power variation are expected be-
cause the light does not have to pass a lossy reflector section before
exiting the laser cavity.
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The design, fabrication and characterisation of the Widely Tunable
Y-Branch Laser will be discussed in chapter 5. The control and stabili-
sation of these devices is the subject of chapter 6.
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Chapter 3
Diffraction Gratings
The grating design is one of the decisive points with respect to the de-
vice performance of the laser. Through a good grating design a large
tuning range and a good side-mode suppression can be obtained. The
aim is to find gratings, which have a reflection spectrum with equally
spaced, equally strong reflection peaks over a range of several tens of
nanometers andwhere there is almost zero reflection outside this wave-
length range.
Sampled Gratings (SGs) and Superstructure Gratings (SSGs) are the
most commonly used grating concepts in widely tunable lasers. Their
design, fabrication and characterisation will be discussed in more de-
tail in the next sections, but first the principle of a (uniform) grating is
introduced for the ideal case without loss or gain present. At the end of
this chapter, the influence of the gain and the facet reflections are also
investigated.
3.1 Uniform Gratings
A diffraction grating can be obtained by periodically varying the thick-
ness of a passive layer. In a stepwise manner the thickness is changed
between two values within each period Λ (Fig. 3.1).
The effective refractive index is different for each thickness, so a
wave traveling through the grating will feel a reflection at every change
of thickness. Those reflections only interfere constructively in a nar-
row range around one wavelength and lasing occurs around this Bragg
wavelength.
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Figure 3.1: Longitudinal effective index profile of a uniform grating
In the following paragraphs the wavelength dependent behaviour
of uniform gratings is analyzed using different approaches in the ideal
case without loss or gain. The effect of gain and loss will be discussed
in section §3.6.
3.1.1 Fresnel approach
According to the Fresnel formula the reflection r at each interface can be
written in function of the effective refractive index of the layer structure
in which a grating is etched (n1) and not etched (n2):
r =
n1 − n2
n1 + n2
(3.1)
Consecutive reflections have a phase difference that depends on the
wavelength and the period of the grating so only for certain wave-
lengths the reflection will add constructively causing a wavelength-
dependent filtering.
r+(1−r2)(−r)e−jkΛ2 +(1−r2)2re−2jkΛ2 +(1−r2)3(−r)e−3jkΛ2 +. . . (3.2)
The reflections will only constructively interfere when
kΛ
2
= pi (3.3)
with k the propagation constant
k = k0 neff =
2pi
λ
neff (3.4)
So a uniform grating causes one reflection peak at the Bragg wave-
length (Fig. 3.2):
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Figure 3.2: Reflection Spectrum of a uniform grating with 240nm grating pe-
riod and 1200 µm grating length
λB = 2 Λ neff (3.5)
3.1.2 Coupled-mode theory
These results can also be obtained through the coupled-mode theory
[26, 55] starting from the scalar wave equation of the electrical field
d2E
dz2
+ [n(z)k0]2E = 0 (3.6)
with k0 the free-space propagation constant. A sinusoidal varying
refractive index n(z) is written as
n(z) = neff +
∆n
2
cos(2β0z) (3.7)
Neglecting second order variations of the refractive index n(z) and
using the propagation constant in a medium β = neffk0 one can write
[n(z)k0]2 = β2 + 4βκcos(2β0z) (3.8)
The coupling factor κ can be interpreted as the amount of reflection
per unit length.
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κ =
pi∆n
2λ
(3.9)
In the vicinity of the Bragg wavelength (∆β = β − β0 << β0) the
complex amplitude of the electrical field E can be decomposed in two
counter-propagating waves:
E(z) = R(z)e−jβ0z + L(z)ejβ0z (3.10)
with R(z) and L(z) two slowly varying functions. By inserting
equations 3.7 and 3.10 in equation 3.6 the following set of coupled-
mode equations is obtained:
dR
dz
+ (j∆β)R = −jκL
dL
dz
− (j∆β)L = jκR
(3.11)
Solving these equations leads to the field reflectivity for an uniform
grating with length L:
r =
−jκsinh(γL)
γcosh(γL) + j∆βsinh(γL)
(3.12)
with
γ2 = κ2 −∆β2 (3.13)
This leads once again to only one reflection peak at the Bragg wave-
length.
3.1.3 Transfer matrix method
The reflection of a uniform grating can be easily calculated through
the methods described in the previous paragraphs. When the grating
structures become more complex and less periodic the transfer matrix
method can be a good alternative. The method is described below for
a uniform grating, but it can easily be expanded to more complicated
structures like the sampled and superstructure gratings described in
the next sections.
The electric field can be written as a superposition of a right and left
propagating wave:
E(z) = ER(z) + EL(z) (3.14)
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Figure 3.3: Reflection matrix
For the transfer matrix method the relationship is needed between
those two propagating waves for every interface where the refractive
index changes. Additionally the behaviour of these waves while prop-
agating through a homogeneous medium is needed.
Reflection matrix
At the interface where the refractive index changes a very simple rela-
tion between the right and left propagating waves of both sections can
be written thanks to the reflection and transmission coefficients given
by the Fresnel equations (Fig. 3.3):
r11 = r =
n1 − n2
n1 + n2
= −r22 (3.15)
t12 =
2n1
n1 + n2
= 1 + r t21 =
2n2
n1 + n2
= 1− r (3.16)
leading to the following expression for the field components:
EL1 (z) = r11E
R
1 + t21E
L
2
ER2 (z) = t12E
R
1 + r22E
L
2
from which the following transfer matrix can be derived:
R(n2|n1) = 11− r
[
1 −r
−r 1
]
(3.17)
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Propagation matrix
The propagation of both waves through a homogeneous medium with
refractive index n and length L can be easily expressed by the following
matrix
T(L) =
[
e−jkL 0
0 ejkL
]
(3.18)
where the propagation constant of the waveguide mode k = k0n
can be complex in the case of a gain medium.
Calculating the reflection
By multiplying all those propagation and reflection matrices the effect
of the grating on the incoming wave can be calculated. The grating has
a period Λ and a length L.
[
ERN
ELN
]
= [R(n2|n1) T(Λ2 , n2) R(n1|n2) T(
Λ
2
, n1)]
L
Λ
= Ftot
[
ER0
EL0
] (3.19)
Out of Ftot the complex field reflectivity r and transmissivity t can
be calculated for this grating structure by setting the left-propagating
wave at the right end to zero ELN = 0:
r =
EL0
ER0
= −F
tot
21
F tot22
t =
ERN
ER0
= F tot11 −
F tot12 F
tot
21
F tot22
(3.20)
The power P is proportional to n|E|2, so the power reflection can
be written as:
R11 =
n1|F tot21 |2
n1|F tot22 |2
=
|F tot21 |2
|F tot22 |2
(3.21)
3.2 Sampled Gratings
A sampled grating (SG) [22] is an easy and frequently used grating con-
cept that delivers a reflection spectrum with different reflection peaks
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sampling period ΛS
ΛG
Figure 3.4: Sampled Grating
and constant peak spacing. In a sampled grating some parts of the uni-
form grating are removed in a periodic fashion (Fig. 3.4). The sampling
function has a period Λs and a duty cycle δ = Λg/Λs.
The coupled-mode theory (§3.1.2) can be used once more to obtain
the reflection characteristics. This theory says that every spatial Fourier
component of the refractive index modulation contributes to a peak in
the reflection spectrum. For a sampled grating the single Fourier com-
ponent of a uniform grating at the Bragg wavelength (3.5) can be con-
voluted with the Fourier transform of the sampling function to obtain
the new Fourier components.
The Fourier components of a sampling function with period Λs and
duty cycle δ = Λg/Λs can be written as [27]:
Fk =
Λg
Λs
sin(pikΛg/Λs)
pikΛg/Λs
e−jpikΛg/Λs (3.22)
So a sampled grating has several reflection peaks νk centered around
the Bragg wavelength of the uniform grating (3.5) with the peak spac-
ing ∆f being inversely proportional to the sampling period Λs:
νk =
c
2n(νk)
(
1
Λ
+
k
Λs
) (3.23)
∆f =
c
2ngΛs
(3.24)
with ng the group refractive index.
Sampled gratings that can be used in the widely tunable laser con-
cepts were simulated with software based on the transfer matrix me-
thod (§3.1.3) andwith the cavity mode solver software CAMFR [56, 57].
The reflection spectrum is shown in Figure 3.5.
The envelope of the reflection spectrum is a sinc function, so the
reflection is decreasing with the wavelength deviating from the Bragg
wavelength. Therefore, reflection peaks that are too far away from the
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(a) duty cycle = 20%
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(b) duty cycle = 10%
Figure 3.5: Reflection Spectrum of Sampled Gratings with two different duty
cycles, 240nm grating period, 72µm sampling period and 648µm grating
length
Bragg wavelength may not be usable due to too low reflectivity. Only
the reflection peaks that have a power reflectivity that is more than the
half of the highest reflection peak are usable.
Generally, the envelope of the reflection peaks becomes broader
with decreasing sampling duty cycle δ = Λs/Λg (Fig. 3.5). Therefore,
the more reflection peaks are needed, the smaller the sampling duty cy-
cle has to become. However, this happens at the expense of the overall
reflectivity of the reflection peaks, which is also decreasing with lower
duty cycle because there’s a relation between the index modulation of
the grating and the duty cycle through the coupling coefficient:
κ(k) = κ0Fk (3.25)
where κ0 is the coupling coefficient of the unsampled grating and
Fk is the kth Fourier component of the sampling function (3.22). When
waveguide losses are neglected, the dependence between the reflectiv-
ity of the reflection peaks and the coupling coefficient κ of the grating
is described as
R(k) = tanh2(|κ(k)|L) (3.26)
For the zeroth order peak (at the Braggwavelength) and using equa-
tion (3.25), the reflectivity becomes
R(ν0) = tanh2(κ0|F0|L) = tanh2(κ0Lδ) = tanh2(κ0NsΛg) (3.27)
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Λa              Λb Λc
superperiod ΛS
Λa          Λb Λc
superperiod ΛS
a. b.
Figure 3.6: Superstructure Gratings with one superperiod
with Ns the number of sampling periods. A duty cycle δ of 10 to
15% is typically chosen for sampled gratings to obtain a sufficiently flat
spectrum, because only the reflection peaks that have a power reflec-
tivity that is more than the half of the highest reflection peak are usable
if a high side-mode suppression is needed in widely tunable lasers.
A sampled grating doesn’t have the optimal reflection spectrum.
Other index modulations exist [58, 59] that have a more ideal comb like
reflection spectrum with equally spaced and equally strong reflection
peaks. However sampled gratings have the advantage that they are
easy to fabricate in comparison with those other concepts and that they
are very robust against frequently occurring fabrication tolerances. One
of these concepts, the superstructure gratings will be discussed in the
next section.
3.3 Superstructure Gratings
Superstructure gratings (SSG) [52, 60] are another way of sampling
a uniform grating to obtain multiple reflection peaks by varying the
grating frequency (or phase). Within the superperiod Λs the grating
period is varied continuously or in discrete steps between Λa and Λc
(Fig. 3.6) causing high-reflection peaks between λa(= 2 Λa neff ) and
λc(= 2 Λc neff ). The peak spacing is dependent onΛs just like in a sam-
pled grating (equation 3.23), but the envelope of the reflection peaks is
significantly more uniform (Fig. 3.7). The drawback of this method
is its fabrication. Superstructure gratings are created through e-beam
lithography, which is a very costly and time-consuming method.
A true continuous variation of the grating period is never used due
to the limited resolution of e-beam lithography. In practice, the grating
period is changed in discrete steps instead of a linearly changing func-
tion. Simulations show that the use of only three or four discrete steps
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(a) Λs = 73.53µm
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(b) Λs = 50.48µm
Figure 3.7: Effect of a different superperiod on reflection spectrum of super-
structure gratings. (a) Superstructure Grating with a 73.53µm superperiod,
and 367.66µm grating length. The grating period of the SSG has three dis-
crete steps within a superperiod: 237.9nm, 240.3nm and 242.7nm. (b) Super-
structure Grating with a 50.48µm superperiod, and 252.42µm grating length.
The grating period of the SSG has three discrete steps within a superperiod:
236.9nm, 240.4nm and 243.9nm.
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(a) 3 discrete steps
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(b) 4 discrete steps
Figure 3.8: Effect of discreet steps on the reflection spectrum of superstructure
gratings: (a) Superstructure Grating with a 75.7µm superperiod, and 757µm
grating length. The grating period of the SSG has three discrete steps within a
superperiod: 238nm, 240.3nm and 242.6nm. (b) Superstructure Grating with
a 76.9µm superperiod, and 769µm grating length. The grating period of the
SSG has four discrete steps within a superperiod: 235.8nm, 239.1nm, 241.6nm
and 244.9nm.
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Figure 3.9: Definition of grating patterns: (a) holography (b) e-beam lithogra-
phy
already provides an almost flat envelope over a wavelength range of
40nm. (Fig. 3.8).
Simulations on superstructure gratings with short lengths and only
three different grating pitches show that an almost flat reflection spec-
trum with a reasonable reflection over a large wavelength range can be
obtained, as is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
A perfectly flat envelope can be obtained by introducing extra phase
shifts in between superperiods [59].
3.4 Fabrication
The creation of gratings is complex due to the small feature size of these
components: a very stable lithography setup is needed and the pres-
ence of dust should be avoided to prevent defects in further processing.
A grating period is typically around 240nm long in InP-based semi-
conductor lasers and patterns that are only half of that period need to
be etched away. Holography and e-beam lithography (Fig. 3.9) are typ-
ically used for the definition of grating patterns.
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In both cases the samples are first cleaned to remove all possible
dirt particles. A photo resist is spun on top of the sample and baked in
an oven. A grating pattern is then written in the resist, after which the
exposed or unexposed parts (depending on the type of resist used) are
removed during development. The developed resist layer can then be
used as an etching mask to transfer the grating into the wafer.
3.4.1 Holography
Interference lithography or holography uses the interference of two co-
herent light beams to define patterns into resist. The two beams inter-
fere constructively or destructively depending on their optical pathway
difference, so a periodic pattern is obtained in the resist (Fig. 3.10(a)).
For holography an anti-reflection coating (ARC) is added under the re-
sist to prevent unwanted reflections at the bottom of the resist. With the
Argon laser operating at λ=363.8nm, the processing of uniform gratings
down to 240nm is possible at INTEC [61].
To obtain a sampled grating an extra optical lithography step is
added in the process. An UV light lamp and mask are used to cre-
ate the sampling in a uniform grating (Fig. 3.10(b)). Only the parts of
the grating that are covered by the mask during UV exposure will con-
serve their grating pattern. After which the resist can be developed,
removing the exposed resist parts (Fig. 3.10(c)).
Before etching, a small titanium layer is evaporated on top of the
resist (Fig. 3.10(d)). Otherwise the pattern in the resist would be de-
stroyed during the O2 plasma etching, which is used to etch through
the ARC (Fig. 3.10(e)).
Afterwards, the grating pattern is transferred into the InGaAsP/InP
layer structure through dry etching (Fig. 3.10(f)). Wet chemical etching
isn’t an option because of the under-etch. Reactive Ion Etching (RIE)
and Inductively Coupled Plasma Etching (ICP) are available at INTEC.
After removing resist and ARC (Fig. 3.10(g)), a grating as shown in
Figure 3.10(h) is obtained.
3.4.2 E-beam lithography
With electron-beam lithography the sampled grating or superstructure
grating pattern can be directly written in the resist using a focused elec-
tron beam (Fig. 3.9(b)). The beam is moved over the resist in a pro-
grammed way to generate the grating pattern so no mask is necessary.
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Figure 3.10: Fabrication of Sampled Gratings through holography.
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Figure 3.11: SEM image of the cross section of an overgrown grating
E-beam lithography is very time-consuming and expensive so it is
not frequently used for mass-production, but it is very popular for re-
search purposes due to its high flexibility.
The electron-beam lithography was done at the Technical Univer-
sity of Munich using an upgraded scanning electron microscope (JEOL
JSM-6400 with e-beam lithography attachment Elphy Plus from Raith
GmbH). The capabilities of this upgraded SEM lack somewhat behind
state-of-the-art electron-beam writers. It has a limited writefield of
600µm, because writefield stitching is not possible. Only a low SEM
magnification can be used, causing more writefield distortions. These
distortions can have a detrimental effect on the reflection spectrum of
the grating.
3.4.3 Controlling the depth of overgrown gratings
The grating depth is a very critical factor in the fabrication process. The
grating depth controls the refractive index change between the etched
and unetched areas, so it influences the coupling factor κ. The peak
height and the peak width of the reflection spectrum depend on this
coupling factor, so it is important to accurately etch the grating to ob-
tain the required grating depth.
A 50nm InGaAsP grating layer was grown above the tuning layer
with a 50nm InP buffer layer in between (Fig. 3.11(a)). During the etch-
ing process, the gratings are completely etched through the InGaAsP
grating layer. By subsequently overgrowing the structure with InP, the
height of the grating layer will be determined by the growth process of
the InGaAsP grating layer and not by the less accurate etching process.
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Figure 3.12: Cross section showing a phase shift etched between the two grat-
ing sections.
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Figure 3.13: Top view of two grating sections with phase shift in between
A SEM picture of an overgrown grating is shown in Fig. 3.11(b). No
gaps and no cavities are present inside the cavity. The surface of the
overgrown grating is observed to be even. So the grating fabrication is
suitable for laser fabrication.
3.4.4 Creating a pi phase shift
A phase shift of pi is added between the two grating sections of the
(S)SG-TTG laser to obtain a high SMSR and a monomode behaviour.
This is in analogy to other DFB lasers, where a pi phase shift is used to
ensure that the cavity mode coincides with the overlapping reflection
peaks [21].
Such a phase shift can be introduced by etching a phase block of
length Lphase in the center of the two grating sections (Fig. 3.12-3.13).
A refractive index change ∆n = n1 − n2 occurs over the total length of
the phase block, so the change of the cavity round trip phase is given
by ∆φ = 2∆n Lphase. The required phase block length Lphase can be
extracted out of the condition for the pi phase shift: ∆φ = pi.
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(a) Without phase shift
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Figure 3.14: Simulated reflection spectrum of a sampled grating showing the
effect of adding a phase shift: two-section SG-TTG laser with sampling peri-
ods of 72µm and 80µm respectively, a section length of 720µm, a duty cycle of
10% and a grating length of 1440µm. The needed phase shift width is 82.7µm
in order to obtain a pi phase change.
Grating section 1                                Phase shift    Grating section 2
width = 1.3µm width = 1.1µm
Lphase
Figure 3.15: Top view showing a smaller width of the laser mesa in between
two grating sections creating a phase shift.
The simulations shown in figure 3.14 show that the constructive in-
terference of the overlapping peaks of two reflector sections becomes
destructive when a phase block is added. This destructive interference
proves that a pi phase shift was added to the device.
A refractive index change ∆n over a length Lphase can also be ob-
tained by changing the width of the laser mesa in between two grating
sections (Fig. 3.15). Once again a pi phase shift is obtained if the length
Lphase is correctly chosen.
3.5 Measurements of overgrown gratings
Sampled gratings and superstructure gratings can be characterised by
incorporating them in a passive waveguide. The wavelength depen-
dent behaviour of the grating can be checked by sending a light beam
with varying wavelength through the waveguide (Fig. 3.16) and mea-
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Figure 3.16: Measuring gratings in a passive waveguide structure
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Figure 3.17: Setup for measuring gratings. (Modification of drawing by Wim
Bogaerts [62])
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Figure 3.18: Setup for measuring gratings: light is coupled into waveguide
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suring the light beam that is transmitted through or reflected by the
grating. The quality of the fabricated gratings can be checked by com-
paring the measured values with the simulation results. The etched
waveguides have defects causing power losses while the light propa-
gates through the waveguide.
On the measurement setup (Fig. 3.17), the sample is placed on a
stage and the light is coupled into the waveguide through a tapered
fiber (Fig. 3.18). This fiber is connected with a laser source that is me-
chanically tunable between 1480nm and 1640nm. The light with an
output power of at least 2mW is transmitted through the passive wave-
guide and out-coupled through an objective lens. To avoid stray light
an adjustable aperture is placed between the lens and the photo detec-
tor.
By changing the wavelength the transmission spectrum of the grat-
ing can be detected. Fig. 3.19(a) shows the measured transmission
spectrum of an overgrown sampled grating. The peaks pacing is in
agreement with the simulated values. The envelope doesn’t have a typ-
ical sinc function due to unwanted facet reflections. The single-layer
AR coating doesn’t eliminate the facet reflections to an acceptable level
(lower than 10−3 − 10−4) leading to Fabry-Pe´rot effects that cause an
irregular behaviour of the peak heights in the transmission spectrum
(see §3.7) and the typical sinc envelope can’t be observed.
For reflection spectrum measurements, the reflected light from the
grating is coupled back into the tapered fiber and through a 3dB fiber
splitter half of it is detected by a photo detector. Once again by chang-
ing the wavelength of the tunable laser that is connected with the other
arm of the 3dB splitter the wavelength dependent reflection of the cre-
ated gratings can be characterised. Fig. 3.19(b) shows the reflection
spectrum of a measured overgrown sampled grating. Due to unwanted
facet reflections some peaks are split in two.
The transmission spectra of e-beam written gratings are shown in
Fig. 3.20. The overgrown sampled gratings show a typical sinc-type
envelope with a constant peak spacing. In comparisonwith Fig. 3.19 no
irregularities can be detected indicating that the used reflection coating
is much better than for the previously measured samples. For these
samples an HfO2 coating was used instead of AlO2 indicating that its
refractive index is closer to 1.8 (refractive index of an ideal coating).
These sampled gratings are ready to be used in the fabrication of SG-
TTGs.
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Figure 3.19: Measurements of Sampled Gratings fabricated through hologra-
phy in transmission(a) and reflection(b) The sampled grating has a duty cycle
of 7.5% and 30 superperiods with a length of 80µm each.
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(b) E-beam fabricated SSG
Figure 3.20: Transmission measurements of e-beam fabricated gratings: (a)
Sampled Grating with a duty cycle of 12.64%, 97,3µm sampling period, 246nm
grating period and 583.9µm grating length. (b) Superstructure Grating with
a 95.9µm superperiod, and 575.64µm grating length. The grating period of
the SSG has five discrete steps within a superperiod: 243nm, 244nm, 246nm,
248nm and 249nm.
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The measured superstructure gratings (Fig. 3.20(b)) have a flatter
envelope than the sampled gratings. Unfortunately the peak width of
the superstructure grating is much bigger than originally anticipated
by the simulations. The limited resolution of the e-beam lithography
(only 9nm) is the cause of this peak broadening. So sampled gratings
are preferred for the fabrication of the widely tunable twin-guide lasers
due to the fabrication limits of the available e-beam facilities. Never-
theless both grating structures will be discussed in the design of the
(S)SG-TTGs in chapter 4 because only a better e-beam facility with a
higher writing resolution is needed to create SSGs that can be used in
the fabrication of SSG-TTGs.
3.6 Influence of gain
Some recently proposedwidely tunable laser diodes, such as thewidely
tunable twin-guide (TTG) laser (see chapter §4), have the grating above
or below the active waveguide (i.e. in the gain section). The influence
of the gain in these reflectors can change the reflection spectrum signif-
icantly.
3.6.1 Effects on Reflection Spectra
The reflection spectra for sampled and superstructure gratings were
calculated in an active and a passive waveguide structure using the
transfer matrix method (see §3.1.3). Different values for the net gain
and loss Γg−αint have been considered: 10cm−1, 30cm−1 and -10cm−1,
which are typical gain and loss values for lasers with a length of 500 to
1000µm. The resulting spectra are displayed in Figures 3.21 and 3.22.
As can be seen in Figure 3.21(a)-(b), the envelope, the peak width
and the peak spacing of the reflection spectrum of a sampled grating
doesn’t change when gain is applied. In this grating concept the super-
period and the duty cycle play amore important role than the refractive
index leading to a smaller influence of the gain on the reflection spec-
trum.
The influence of the gain in a superstructure grating is clearly visi-
ble in Figure 3.22(a)-(c), which gives the reflection spectrum for differ-
ent gain values. If the influence of the gain has been neglected in the
grating’s design, the non-uniformity of the reflection peaks may cause
problems for laser concepts like the SSG-TTG. For example in Fig. 4.10
quasi-continuous tuning can’t be reached because some supermodes
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(a) SG : Γg − αint = 0cm−1
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(b) SG : Γg − αint = 10cm−1
Figure 3.21: Influence of gain on the calculated reflection spectra of sampled
gratings. Sampled Grating with a duty cycle of 10%, 65.33µm sampling pe-
riod, 240nm grating period and 326.7µm grating length.
are skipped due to the non-uniform peak envelope of the reflection
spectrum caused by the gain. This happens when the partially over-
lapping neighbouring peaks are higher than the perfectly overlapping
peaks.
Carrier-induced absorption losses are also present in passive grat-
ing sections and can be as high as -50cm−1 in SSG-DBRs [60]. The influ-
ence of a typical net loss of -10cm−1 is shown in Figure 3.22(d); it also
leads to non uniformities in the envelope of the reflection peaks. This
influence is very similar to that of a net gain, so only the optimisation
of grating structures in a gain medium will be discussed further on.
3.6.2 Optimisation
In this section an optimisation algorithmwill be presented that delivers
an optimum grating with a flat reflection spectrum even in the presence
of gain, such that a good tuning behaviour can be guaranteed.
Superstructure gratingswere examined inwhich a superperiod con-
sists of 6 segments with different pitches and different lengths. A su-
perperiod of 65µm was chosen, so only 11 parameters can be changed
independently. The grating length was 325µm.
The parameters were optimised numerically using a simulated an-
nealing scheme combined with the downhill simplex method of Nelder
and Mead [63]. The parameters of an optimised superstructure grating
for zero net gain were used as initial values for this optimisation. The
optimisation minimised the difference between the highest reflection
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(a) SSG : Γg − αint = 0cm−1
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(b) SSG : Γg − αint = 10cm−1
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(c) SSG : Γg − αint = 30cm−1
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(d) SSG : Γg − αint = −10cm−1
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(e) SSG optim : Γg − αint = 10cm−1
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(f) SSG optim: Γg − αint = 12cm−1
Figure 3.22: Influence of gain on the calculated reflection spectra of super-
structure gratings. Parameters are shown in table 3.1
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Optimised superstructure gratings without gain
grating pitch (nm) 238.5 237.6 242.5 239.7 244 243.2
number of periods 52 44 35 42 56 38
Optimised superstructure gratings with gain
grating pitch (nm) 237.9 238.9 242.1 240.1 243.6 244
number of periods 53 42 34 39 74 29
Table 3.1: Parameters for optimised SSG
RR
ΛF ΛRLF LR
active region
RF
Figure 3.23: Schematic of a laser with reflecting facets
peak and the lowest peak, resulting in the reflection spectrum shown
in Figure 3.22(e).
The optimised parameters are shown in table 3.1. It is clearly vis-
ible that the grating pitches do not increase monotonously within one
superperiod. This is necessary to obtain a uniform envelope with the
same amount of pitches in one superperiod. It is important to note that
those optimised grating parameters can not be fabricated with the e-
beam machine at the Technical University of Munich that has a limited
writing resolution of 9nm (as mentioned in section §3.4.2). An e-beam
with a better resolution is required to research the use of these opti-
mised SSGs in SSG-TTG designs.
In practice the gain value can vary with 10% or more from the value
used in the design phase, so the grating design should be able to work
properly over a certain gain range. Figure 3.22(f) shows that the reflec-
tion spectrum stays optimal even if the gain varies with 20%.
3.7 Influence of facet reflections
The front and rear facet can cause unwanted reflections (Fig. 3.23) that
can change the envelope of the reflection spectrum of the grating. These
facet reflections are dependent on the position of the grating relative to
the facet LR,L and the power reflectivity of the facet itself RR,L.
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(a) Minimal facet reflections due to
good coating
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(b) Large facet reflections
Figure 3.24: Simulated reflection spectrum showing the effects of the facet
reflections: (a) minimal facet reflections due to a coating with 219nm thickness
and 1.8 as effective refractive index (b) a coating with 219nm thickness and 1.9
as effective refractive index. In both cases the distance between the gratings
and the facet was chosen to be 34µm.
Due to the facet reflections an extra Fabry-Pe´rot (FP) cavity is formed
between the grating and the facet. This extra wavelength selective filter
interferes with the wavelength dependent reflection from the grating.
The peak spacing of the FP cavity can be given by
∆λR,L =
λ2
2ngLR,L
(3.28)
with LR,L the length between the grating and the facet. Rear and
front facet will have a different peak spacing. The FP filter will broaden,
when the length LR,L is minimised and all grating reflection peaks will
get the same amount of suppression or enhancement. The interference
is also decreased when the facet reflection RR,L is minimised. Research
from the Technical University of Munich [64] shows that a facet reflec-
tion of less than 10−3 − 10−4 is needed to obtain a reflection spectrum
with a sinc envelope for a sampled grating.
An anti-reflection coating is applied to the facet to minimize the
power reflectivity RR,L. The reflected beams interfere destructively
when the coating is a quarter wavelength thick and when the refrac-
tive index of the coating is the square root of the effective refractive
index of the laser. InP-based layers have an effective refractive index
of about 3.2, so the ideal coating should have a refractive index around
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1.8. Al2O3 andHfO2 were both used as coatingmaterial for single-layer
coatings.
The reflection spectra of uniform sampled gratings where a reflec-
tion coating is applied to the facets were simulated using the transfer
matrix method (see §3.1.3). A grating with an ideal facet coating is
shown in Figure 3.24(a)), while the effect of a more realistic coating is
shown in Figure 3.24(b)). The envelope of the reflection spectrum chan-
ges drastically by the unwanted facet reflections. Such an irregular en-
velope will change the tuning behaviour causing gaps in the tuning
range [64].
A simple anti-reflection coating isn’t good enough to minimize the
reflection of the facet enough, so multilayer AR-coatings [65], tilted
waveguides [66] or window structures [67] need to be introduced to
decrease the reflection even further.
3.8 Conclusions
Diffraction gratings that can be used in widely tunable laser concepts
were successfully designed, fabricated and characterised during this
PhD research.
Sampled Gratings have the advantage that they are easy to fabricate
through holography and that they are very robust against frequently
occurring fabrication tolerances. The fabricated overgrown sampled
gratings had characteristics that were in analogy with the simulated
values.
Superstructure gratings have more design parameters and create a
more uniform reflection spectrum which is more desirable in tunable
laser concepts. They can only be fabricated through e-beam lithogra-
phy. The fabricated gratings had a much broader peak than expected
due to the limited resolution of the e-beam at the Technical Univer-
sity of Munich. Another disadvantage is their susceptibility for gain
influences which can cause an unexpected tuning behavior in widely
tunable lasers.
Sampled Gratings were preferred in the further fabrication of the
widely tunable twin-guide lasers. Nevertheless the design for both
grating types was examined.
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Chapter 4
Widely Tunable Twin-Guide
Lasers
In the past the development of monolithically widely tunable lasers
has mainly focussed on integrated DBR-types lasers. They all need
to go through a time-consuming calibration with three or four control
currents to find the optimal operating points. Other disadvantages in-
clude low output power and limitedmodulation capabilities. DFB-type
widely tunable lasers recently received more interest [1, 7, 24, 68], be-
cause they do not require a phase current and thus are easier to charac-
terize and to control.
The concept of the widely tunable twin-guide laser [1, 2] is based
on a distributed feedback tunable twin-guide (DFB-TTG), which was
extensively researched during the nineties [7, 30, 31, 32]. Compared
with other recently investigated DFB-types the widely tunable twin-
guide laser has a less complex growth and fabrication process without
alternating active and tuning sections [24, 68].
The device principle will be explained first and afterwards some
design rules for wide tuning will be discussed and some simulation
results will be given. The fabrication is briefly mentioned after which
the characterisation of the fabricated samples is summarised. Finally,
some alternative designs will be introduced.
4.1 Device Principle
The more basic distributed feedback tunable twin-guide laser was al-
ready introduced in section §2.3.2. The basic principle of a widely tun-
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Figure 4.1: Sampled Grating Tunable Twin Guide (SG-TTG) Laser
able twin-guide laser is described in the next section and afterwards
different layer structures for optical and electrical confinement will be
discussed and compared.
4.1.1 The widely tunable twin-guide laser
A widely tunable twin-guide lasers (Fig. 4.1) is a tunable twin-guide
laser that consists of two sections with slightly different grating param-
eters [1]. Each section has a sampled grating (§3.2) or superstructure
grating (§3.3) with different super periods. Each grating creates a comb-
like reflection spectrum with several periodic maxima, whose spacing
is determined by the super period as is illustrated in Figure 4.2 for two
sampled gratings.
Lasing occurs at the wavelength where the reflection peaks of both
gratings are perfectly aligned (indicated by the ellipse in Fig. 4.3). The
frequency where reflection peaks of the two reflectors overlap the most,
will reach the laser threshold first and this will be the wavelength of
the out-coupled light. The overlapping of the reflector peaks from both
reflectors is called a supermode.
A pi phase shift between the two grating sections makes the TTG
laser behave as a λ/4 shiftedDFB laser, guaranteeing stablemonomodal
behaviour.
A widely tunable twin-guide laser makes use of the Vernier effect to
tune over a large wavelength range (Fig. 4.3). When current is injected
in one of the reflectors, the refractive index will decrease and the reflec-
tor peaks of that reflector will move to lower wavelengths. Two other
reflection peaks from both reflectors will start aligning, so the output
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Figure 4.3: Definition of Vernier effect: lasing occurs first where peaks overlap
perfectly. A small tuning current causes a large wavelength jump.
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wavelength will make a jump as large as the reflector peak spacing.
This is called a super mode hop .
On the other hand, both reflectors can be tuned simultaneously in
such a way that the same reflector peaks keep overlapping, while they
are moved continuously to lower wavelengths and the wavelengths in
between the jumps can be reached. This continuous tuning range is
limited by the maximal refractive index change that is possible through
current injection.
Only two currents are needed to change the wavelength of the laser
diode, which leads to a faster characterisation. The (S)SG-TTG laser
has, apart from its simpler tuning scheme, also the advantage that AR-
coatings are allowed and even desired at both facets and that it can
easily be integrated with semiconductor optical amplifiers to boost the
output power. Another advantage is its shorter length.
4.1.2 Layer Structure
The layer structure plays an important role in the optical and electrical
properties. A well defined and stable laser beam can only be obtained
when there’s one transversal and one lateral mode during lasing. This
is obtained by creating a waveguide in transversal and lateral direc-
tions. Two commonly used layer structures will be discussed in the
next paragraphs.
A Ridge Waveguide (RW) creates electrical and optical carrier con-
finement by etching a ridge in the upper layers and adding a current
injection window in the bottom layers (Fig. 4.4(a)). The lateral con-
finement is very low, so a very low continuous tuning range of around
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2nm [31] can be obtained. A ridge waveguide layer structure has the
advantage that it is easy to fabricate with only two regrowth steps. A
high output power is possible thanks to a good current confinement of
the gain current.
In a Buried Heterostructure (BH) layer structure [32], the tuning
layer and active layer are surrounded by material with a lower refrac-
tive index (Fig. 4.4(b)). The enclosure by material with a higher band
gap causes a better electrical confinement of the tuning currents than in
the ridge waveguide structures (Fig.4.4(a)). A higher continuous tun-
ing range of 7nm has been presented in the past for these BH devices [7]
and within the Newton project 9nm was achieved [34]. A lower output
power is obtained due to leakage currents across the forward biased p-
n homojunction. Another disadvantage is the complex fabrication with
three regrowth steps and selective area growth which may lower the
fabrication yield.
Obtaining a large quasi-continuous tuning range (more than 40nm)
was more important than a high output power, so for the widely tun-
able twin-guide laser a buried heterostructure layer structure was cho-
sen.
4.1.3 Leakage Currents
The output power of a BH-TTG is typically limited by the leakage cur-
rents across the p-n homojunction [69]. The backside p-n homojunction
is 20-25µm long, which is much larger compared to the 10µm for con-
ventional BH laser diodes.
Underneath the n-contact the leakage current density is the largest,
because there the series resistance of the n-InP channel is the lowest
(Fig. 4.5). This series resistance decreases the voltage over the p-n ho-
mojunctions that are further away from the n-contact, so there the leak-
age currents decreases. This resistance also decreases the voltage over
the active region.
At higher active currents the voltage over the n-InP channel in-
creases, but the voltage over the homo-junction just underneath the
n-contact barely changes, so an increasing part of the active current fol-
lows this route and does not contribute to stimulated emission in the
active region leading to a saturation of the output power.
Even without the series resistance over the n-InP channel, the out-
put power would saturate, because a p-n homojunction is used for the
current confinement. When the voltage over the laser approaches the
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built-in voltage of the homojunction, the current passing through the
homo-junction will increase and becomes more important at higher
voltages. The homojunction is dominated by the diffusion currents,
while different recombination processes occur in the active heterojunc-
tion leading to a less efficient increase of the current density for the
heterojunction.
An improvement of the output power is possible by increasing the
doping of the n-InP channel surrounding the buried stripe. The leakage
current density underneath the n-contact can be decreased by a factor
3-10 [70] leading to high output powers up to 24mW.
4.2 Design Rules for wide tuning
In the following paragraphs the different requirements for widely tun-
able twin-guide lasers are discussed and design rules are introduced to
reach the specifications for telecom lasers that were described in section
§1.2.
4.2.1 Quasi-continuous tuning
All wavelengths over the full tuning range are accessible when the peak
spacing is smaller than the continuous tuning range of two overlapping
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reflector peaks. A limited continuous tuning range of 6nm [7] was cho-
sen in the design phase. Using formula 3.23, the condition for the peak
spacing can be written as:
∆λs =
λ2
2ngΛs
< 6nm (4.1)
Out of this formula a minimal value for the sampling period or
superperiod Λs can be extracted. A typical TTG layer structure has a
group index ng in the order of 3.3, so the superperiod Λs needs to be
bigger than ±60µm to obtain quasi-continuous tuning.
4.2.2 Large tuning range
The tuning range of the laser diodes is limited by the repeat mode spac-
ing. This can be seen in Figure 4.6 where the reflector peaks perfectly
overlap at 1550nm, but also at 1500nm and 1600nm. The repeat mode
spacing is given by the following formula [22, 26]:
∆λrepeat = ∆λs
Λs
∆Λs
(4.2)
In order to achieve a large tuning range, a large superperiod Λs and
a small difference in superperiod ∆Λs are desirable. Both of these pa-
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rameters are, however, already somewhat limited by other constraints
mentioned in this section.
4.2.3 High side-mode suppression
A good monomodal behaviour can be obtained when the peak spac-
ing difference is sufficiently larger than the peak width, otherwise the
neighboring peaks overlap too much, creating a low side-mode sup-
pression. Additionally, the envelope of the reflection peaks needs to
be high enough and flat enough over the full tuning range to obtain a
high side-mode suppression. Finally, the length of each section is also
important. If one section is much longer than the other, the pi phase
shift won’t be in the middle of the laser cavity anymore and the SMSR
will decrease. An asymmetry as large as 5% is acceptable [71].
Sampled Gratings
For sampled gratings the full width at half maximum of the envelope
[22, 26] depends on the duty cycle δ (Fig. 3.5):
∆λenvelope =
∆λs
δ
(4.3)
A duty cycle δ of 10 to 15% is typically chosen for sampled gratings
to obtain a sufficiently flat spectrum, because only the reflection peaks
that have a power reflectivity that is more than the half of the highest
reflection peak are usable. A lower duty cycle decreases the height of
the reflection peaks (Fig. 3.5), because the effective grating lengthLg,eff
is proportional to the duty cycle: Lg,eff = Llaserδ. A high selectivity
combined with reasonable mirror losses can be obtained when
0.5 < κLg,eff < 1 (4.4)
Hence, with the number of required reflection peaks, the sampling
duty cycle and the coupling coefficient κ being more or less fixed, the
only remaining parameter to achieve the required reflectivity is the
grating length. Therefore, in the end this all comes down to a rather
long SG-TTG device. This is not desirable due to the lower fabrication
yield and the smaller cavity mode spacing. So a compromise needs to
be made between tuning range and side-mode suppression.
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Superstructure Gratings
In superstructure gratings a large peak spacing (Fig. 3.7) and enough
discrete steps (Fig. 3.8) are needed to obtain a large enough envelope
width. Every reflection peak is only influenced by one grating pitch
so the effective grating length is inversely dependent on the amount
of discrete steps N : Lg,eff = Llaser/N . The grating length can’t be
increased with the writefield-limited e-beam at TU Munich to increase
this decreased reflection, so a compromise needs to be made to satisfy
constraint 4.4. Three discrete steps are a good compromise, because a
large reflection peak and envelopewidth can be obtained. Additionally,
three discrete steps are easier to fabricate with the resolution limited e-
beam facilities.
4.3 Simulations
The static behaviour of widely tunable twin-guide lasers with sam-
pled gratings (SG-TTGs) and superstructure gratings (SSG-TTGs) was
examined with the threshold analysis tool of the simulation software
CLADISS. This software was developed at INTEC [72] and a windows
version was commercialised by Photon Design [73]. The TTG version
of CLADISS is an adaptation of the original Unix version, where the
special TTG structure and the SG and SSG grating structures are incor-
porated.
The wavelength and the normalised threshold gain difference were
investigated as function of the tuning currents. The threshold gain dif-
ference δg (in cm−1) is the difference in required modal gain between
themainmode and themost important side-mode. The side-mode sup-
pression (SMSR) depends on the normalised threshold gain difference
δgLwith L the laser length [21]:
SMSR =
2PNδgL
~νvgnspαtotαm
∝ δgL (4.5)
with PN the output power of the main mode, vg the group velocity,
nsp spontaneous emission coefficient (the inversion factor), αtot and αm
the total loss and mirror loss. A normalised threshold gain difference
δgL = 0.05 is typically enough to obtain a side-mode suppression of
30dB.
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4.3.1 Limitations and Design choices
Before going into detail about the simulation results, a couple of limi-
tations and design choices need to be clarified.
Gratings written with e-beam lithography facility at TUMunich are
limited to a length of 589µm and a resolution of 9nm. Holography writ-
ten sampled gratings don’t have a length limitation. The sample can be
placed further away from the light source so that the divergent coher-
ent beam covers a larger area. In this case, the exposure time needs to
be increased to compensate for the lower illumination intensity.
The TTGs fabricated are Buried Heterostructure devices with a con-
tinuous tuning range of about 6nm, so both superperiods need to be
between 60µm and 80µm to obtain quasi-continuous tuning. The coup-
ling coefficient κ is limited to 100cm−1.
4.3.2 Threshold analysis of SG-TTGs
An SG-TTG has a limited amount of changeable parameters so it is
more difficult to find a good combination of grating parameters that
satisfies all the demands (e.g. large tuning range with complete wave-
length coverage, high side-mode suppression, enough reflection of the
grating, etc.). The design is straightforward and has high fabrication
tolerances.
Some usable superperiod combinations were chosen that havemore
or less equally long sections, in order to put the phase shift in the mid-
dle of the laser.
Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show the wavelength and threshold gain differ-
ence (which is needed to determine the side-mode suppression) as a
function of the reflector currents for two devices: a long SG-TTG with
a laser length of 1260µm and a shorter device with a length of 583µm.
For long SG-TTG devices (Fig. 4.7) a large tuning range (45nm) and
a high side-mode suppression can be achieved by fine-tuning the de-
sign parameters. The shorter devices (Fig. 4.8) have a slightly smaller
tuning range (35nm) because it is more difficult to find a good combina-
tion of superperiods to obtain quasi-continuous tuning. The selectivity
of the gratings is lower and the phase shift isn’t in the middle of the
device causing a lower side-mode suppression. So the 590nm writing
limitation of the available e-beam lithography at TU Munich is a dis-
advantage for fabricating SG-TTGs. The longer devices could only be
fabricated through holography in this research.
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Figure 4.7: Threshold Simulations of a long SG-TTG laser. Gratings with a
pitch of 240nm and a coupling coefficient of 100cm−1 were used. The sampled
gratings have a duty cycle of 10% and a sampling period of 63µm in the first
grating section and 70µm in the second section. The grating sections are each
630µm long.
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Figure 4.8: Threshold Simulations of a short SG-TTG laser. Gratings with a
pitch of 240nm and a coupling coefficient of 100 cm−1 were used. The sampled
gratings have a duty cycle of 10% and a sampling period of 70µm in the first
grating section and 75.7µm in the second section. The grating sections are
280µm and 302.8µm long respectively.
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4.3.3 Threshold analysis of SSG-TTGs
The SSG-TTG concept gives a larger freedom in choosing the design pa-
rameters. So there are more parameters to play with and the spectrum
will resemble the ideal structure. The large parameter space makes the
design phase more complex and the susceptibility to gain influences
(§3.6) makes it even more complex. In the end a very complex set of
parameters was obtained (table 3.1) resulting in a grating that can’t be
fabricated with the limited resolution of the e-beam lithography at TU
Munich.
Only superstructure gratings with 3 to 6 discrete grating period
steps within one superperiod were investigated. First the reflection
spectra were simulated by the methods described in chapter 3. Only
superstructure gratings with a flat reflection spectrum over a tuning
range of 40nm or more were used in the simulations of SSG-TTGs.
In agreement with the SG-TTGs the simulations (Fig. 4.9) a lower
tuning range (30nm) was obtained for shorter devices due to difficulty
in finding a good set of grating parameters. The longer devices (Fig.
4.10) have a 44nm tuning range.
Not all wavelengths within the tuning range can be reached in the
shorter device because some supermodes are skipped due to the non-
uniform peak envelope of the reflection spectrum caused by the gain
(see §3.6). This happens when the partially overlapping neighbouring
peaks are higher than the perfectly overlapping peaks.
4.4 Fabrication
The widely tunable twin-guide lasers were fabricated at the Technical
University of Munich. The TTG fabrication process has a lot of similar-
ities with standard processing for Buried Heterostructure lasers. First
the basic layer structure (Fig. 4.11(a)) containing a strained-layer multi
quantum well active region with photoluminescence peak at around
1.55µm is grown using chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) andmetal-organic
vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE). Afterwards the ∼40nm-deep gratings
are fabricated on a 180nm-thick InGaAsP tuning layer (λg=1.35µm).
The grating fabrication process is explained in section §3.4.
The gratings are overgrown with p-doped InP (Fig. 4.11(b)). The
formation of blocking layers can occur due to exposure of the surface to
air before regrowth. This can be prevented by doing an extra UV/ozone-
cleaning before regrowth. Any surface damage or crystal damage leads
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Figure 4.9: Threshold Simulations of a short SSG-TTG laser. Gratings with a
pitch of 240nm and a coupling coefficient of 100 cm−1 were used. The super-
structure gratings have a super period of 60µm in the first grating section and
72µm in the second section. The grating sections are 300µm and 290µm long
respectively.
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Figure 4.10: Threshold Simulations of a long SSG-TTG laser with missing su-
permodes, so no complete wavelength coverage over the full tuning range.
Gratings with a pitch of 240nm and a coupling coefficient of 100 cm−1 were
used. The superstructure gratings have a superperiod of 70µm in the first grat-
ing section and 76.4µm in the second section. The grating sections are 770µm
and 764µm long respectively.
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Figure 4.11: Fabrication steps of (S)SG-TTGs
to increased recombination and should be avoided at all costs. These ef-
fects reduce the efficiency of the carrier injection into the tuning region
and cause an additional heat generation. This electrothermal heating
causes a positive wavelength shift, counteracting the negative wave-
length shift through carrier injection and limiting the achievable tun-
ing range. MOVPE was used for the overgrowth steps to improve the
interface quality.
A 1.5µm-broad and 0.7µm-deep mesa is etched in the next step
through Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) creating lateral confinement. The
next critical step is the selective area growth of n-doped InP to bury
the mesa (Fig. 4.11(c)): cavities can occur causing increased recombina-
tion at the InP homojunction and a lower tuning range. The presence
of superelevations can also complicate the following fabrication steps.
Finally, a selective area overgrowth of p-InP is carried out and metalli-
sation is used to add the contact layers (Fig. 4.11(d)). Figure 4.12 shows
the top and side view of a fabricated SG-TTG laser.
The fabrication problems described above are all technology-specific
and not device-specific. All the overgrowth steps that are necessary to
create a twin-guide laser are the same as in the fabrication process of a
Buried Heterostructure DFB laser.
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Figure 4.12: SEM picture of fabricated SG-TTGs: top view (left) and side view
(right)
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Figure 4.13: L-I characteristic of a SG-TTG
4.5 Measurements
The final batch of widely tunable SG-TTG lasers consisted of devices
with a cavity length of around 1200µm and a grating pitch of 236nm.
The sampled gratings had a duty cycle of 10% and a sampling period
of 64.33µm in the first grating section and 56.52µm in the second sec-
tion. The grating sections were 643.3µm and 621.72µm long respec-
tively. The facets were AR-coated with a λ/4-thick Al2O3 layer and a
window structure were used to bring the facet reflection below 10−3.
The devices were mounted on a copper heat sink, that was stabilised at
a constant temperature of 25 degrees.
Figure 4.13 shows the output power versus the active current. Due
to the longer cavity length the threshold current is increased to 30mA.
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The power increases linearly after the laser threshold and saturates
around 150mA due to leakage currents across the p-n homojunction.
Output powers up to 25mWwere measured by TU Munich [2].
A very regular tuning behaviour is obtained in Figure 4.14. From
the plot of the emissionwavelength versus tuning currents (Fig. 4.14(a)),
one can easily recognize 7 supermodes covering a tuning range of al-
most 6THz (more than 40nm). The tuning currents are swept along
4 of those supermodes in Figure 4.16. The 5nm spacing between su-
permodes is in agreement with the SG design. The continuous tun-
ing range of a supermode is larger than 5.7nm guaranteeing quasi-
continuous tuning. As a comparison the simulation of an SG-TTG in
Cladiss with the same grating parameters and an estimated coupling
coefficient κ of 100cm−1 is shown in Figure 4.15. Once again 7 super-
modes are obtained with tuning over a 45nm wavelength range.
The measured supermodes aren’t aligned around the central super-
mode (the Bragg wavelength). This asymmetry is caused by the non-
flat gain characteristic (see Fig. 4.19). The supermodes on the long-
wave side have higher threshold currents, so only two supermodes
are reachable on this side, while 5 supermodes can be observed on
the short-wave side. This deteriorates the reachable tuning range be-
cause more differential tuning is needed to access the supermodes that
are further from the central supermode, so less tuning current is left to
change the wavelength of this supermode. Furthermore a non-flat gain
characteristic can have a deteriorating effect on the side-mode suppres-
sion if the partially overlapping peaks are at a wavelengthwith a higher
gain than the perfectly overlapping peaks.
For each standardised ITU frequency within the tuning range the
best point was extracted and characterised (Fig. 4.18). For most ITU
frequencies the side-mode suppression ratio is above 40dB. So the laser
remains monomodal over a large tuning range. A high side-mode sup-
pression can also be observed when measuring the spectrum of the
laser light coupled into an optical fiber (Fig. 4.17). The side-mode sup-
pression is limited by neighboring supermodes that partially overlap.
The output power decreases at higher frequencies due to the tuning-
induced losses (Fig. 4.18(b)). This contributes partly to the decrease in
the side-mode suppression. The required tuning currents for each ITU
frequency are portrayed in (Fig. 4.18(c)). Due to a high tuning effi-
ciency only small tuning currents up to 40mA are needed to tune over
the whole frequency range. Furthermore, the regular behaviour of the
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Figure 4.14: Frequency sweep of a fabricated SG-TTG laser. Gratings with a
pitch of 236nm. The sampled gratings have a duty cycle of 10% and a sam-
pling period of 64.33µm in the first grating section and 56.52µm in the second
section. The grating sections are 643.3 µm and 621.72µm long respectively.
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Figure 4.15: Threshold Simulations of a fabricated SG-TTG laser. Gratings
with a pitch of 236nm and a coupling coefficient of 100 cm−1 were used. The
sampled gratings have a duty cycle of 10% and a sampling period of 64.33µm
in the first grating section and 56.52µm in the second section. The grating
sections are 643.3 µm and 621.72µm long respectively.
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Figure 4.16: Diagonal Sweep of SG-TTG. Same SG-TTG parameters as Fig.
4.14
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Figure 4.17: Spectrum of SG-TTG. Same SG-TTG parameters as Fig. 4.14
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Figure 4.18: Characteristics of best points measured at each ITU frequency.
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Figure 4.19: Modal gain changes due to frequency and current density varia-
tions. Measurement done by TU Munich using Hakki and Paoli method [74].
tuning currents indicates a very regular tuning behaviour for the SG-
TTG laser.
A larger tuning range and side-mode suppression are possible after
optimisation of the grating design. During the design a continuous
tuning range of a supermode was estimated at 5.7nm, but DFB-TTG
measurements show that this can go up to 9nm [34]. A larger peak
spacing increases the tuning range and also the side-mode suppression
is higher due to a better peak selectivity.
4.6 Alternative thermal designs
Thewidely tunable twin-guide laser has a very complicated layer struc-
ture with a lot of fabrication problems. This leads to leakage currents
across the p-n homojunction that were counteracting the tuning be-
haviour. It took a long time for these problems to get fixed and in
the meantime alternative designs were investigated and fabricated to
prove the working principle of the TTG concept. A short overview of
these alternative designs is given in this section.
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Figure 4.20: Thermally tunable sampled grating DFB laser
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Figure 4.21: Frequency sweep of a fabricated thermal DFB laser with 60.6 and
54.7µm long sampling periods, 10% duty cycle and a laser length of around
1200µm.
4.6.1 Thermally tunable sampled grating DFB laser
The new thermally tunable sampled grating DFB laser concept [75, 76]
(Fig. 4.20) is very similar to the (S)SG-TTG, but the tuning sections
are replaced by two Pt-stripe-headers on top of the device. This con-
cept is easier to manufacture than the (S)SG-TTG lasers because it has
a regular DFB-type layer structure, so the regular DFB laser fabrication
techniques can be used.
By heating both sections separately the reflection spectra of both
sampled gratings with different peak spacing will move independently
and thanks to the Vernier effect wide tuning is once again obtained.
Thermal cross-talk between the two sections can be prevented thanks
to a 60µm long unheated spacing in between the Pt-stripe heaters.
Regular tuning behaviour is observed in the wavelength map and
SMSR map (Fig. 4.21). The tuning range is around 50nm/6THz but
not all the ITU channels within this tuning range can be accessed (only
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Figure 4.22: BCB bonded Thermally Tunable DFB laser
43nm). The side-mode suppression remains above 40dB for all these
ITU channels. The output power is higher than 10mW and goes up to
29mW. Detailed tuning characteristics were measured by the Technical
University of Munich and were published in literature [75, 76].
The small gaps in the tuning range are caused by supermodes that
can’t be tuned far enough to reach the neighboring supermode. This
happens when a supermode can only be reached after a large tempera-
ture shift, so there’s only a smaller potential temperature shift left to do
the continuous tuning of this supermode.
4.6.2 BCB-bonded thermally tunable SGDFB
Regrown layer structures can’t be fabricated at INTEC, so an alterna-
tive design for thermally tunable sampled grating DFB laser was in-
vestigated in which BCB bonding [48] is used instead of regrowth (Fig.
4.22).
A sampled grating is fabricated in the layer structure and BCB is
used afterwards to attach the grating layer to a GaAs carrier. The pla-
narisation of the BCB is critical, because the presence of gas bubbles can
deteriorate the laser characteristics.
Afterwards, the sample is turned upside down and a laser is fabri-
cated in the top InP/InGaAsP material. Some Pt-heaters are included
as well for thermal tuning. The Vernier effect can once again be used to
obtain thermal tuning over a large wavelength range.
The laser contacts and the stripe heaters are all placed at the top of
the device because the BCB has a bad electrical and thermal conductiv-
ity.
This design is at the moment investigated and developed by thesis
students.
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The performance of the widely tunable twin-guide lasers is compa-
rable with other monolithic widely tunable lasers. A tuning range of
6THz (over 40nm) while maintaining a side-mode suppression of more
than 40dB for most ITU channels was demonstrated during this PhD
research. A high output power was obtained as well.
The device can easily be manufactured with conventional DFB laser
fabrication technology even though there are 3 regrowth steps required.
This fabrication was carried out at TUMunich. My part in this research
concentrated on the design and the characterisation of these devices.
Further improvements of the gratings design could increase the tun-
ing range and the side-mode suppression even more. It would be in-
teresting to see how gain compensated superperiod gratings behave
in widely tunable twin-guide lasers. Therefore a better e-beam facility
with a higher writing resolution is needed.
The integration of a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) could
be investigated as well. By incorporating an SOA the tuning range can
be increased. The confinement factor of the mode in the tuning region
can then be increased at the expense of the confinement in the active
layer. The obtained power decrease can then be compensated by the
SOA.
Additionally, it would be interesting to investigate an asymmetric
design with a short front mirror with a low duty cycle and a longer
rear mirror with a higher duty cycle. This will create a higher output
power, but probably deteriorates the side-mode suppression in the case
of λ/4-shifted DFB lasers.
The use of only two tuning currentsmakes the characterisation quite
simple. The control of the SG-TTG lasers will be discussed in chapter 6.
A potentially high direct modulation bandwidth is also expected. This
will be investigated in chapter 7.
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Chapter 5
Modulated Grating Y-Branch
Laser
The new widely tunable Modulated Grating Y-Branch (MG-Y) Laser
has a very similar working principle as the existing widely tunable
DBR-type lasers: two reflectors with slightly different peak spacing cre-
ate tuning over a wide frequency range thanks to the Vernier effect.
The main difference is the use of a Y-splitter to combine the two
reflections. Placing both reflectors at the back prevents a low output
power and a large power variation because the light doesn’t have to
pass a lossy reflector before exiting the cavity.
Additionally, the MG-Y lasers have the same advantages as other
widely tunable DBR lasers: a simpler fabrication, a good selectivity and
an easy stabilisation.
This chapter will investigate if these interesting prospects for the
MG-Y laser were realised. The first section introduces the device prin-
ciple, while section 2 goes into more detail about the design. The fab-
rication is briefly mentioned in section 3, before presenting the charac-
terisation results in section 4.
5.1 Device Principle
In theModulated Grating Y laser concept [3, 4, 6] the different functions
are separated into different sections (Figure 5.1). The gain section am-
plifies the light, the multi-mode interferometer (MMI) splits the light
into 2 equal beams, the bends increase the separation between the two
waveguides and the reflectors filter out certain frequencies. The differ-
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Introducing the Y laser
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Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing of an MG-Y laser with 4 control currents
ential phase section guarantees that the reflected beams are added up in
phase and the common phase section is responsible for the alignment
between the cavity mode and the reflected peaks.
The additive Vernier effect is used to select one lasing frequency.
Both reflectors have a slightly different peak spacing so the frequency
where both peaks overlap will reach the laser threshold first. By in-
jecting current into one reflector, the reflection spectrum will move to
lower wavelengths and the overlapping peaks will occur at a higher
frequency. By injecting current into both reflectors, both reflection spec-
tra will move in the same direction and the same peaks will remain
overlapping. Through this mechanism quasi-continuous tuning can be
obtained.
The four independent tuning currents are a potential disadvantage,
because the characterisation becomes time-consuming. In the next sec-
tion some design details will be given that make it possible to reduce
the number of control currents to only three.
5.2 Design
In this section the design of the Modulated Grating Y-Branch Laser will
be discussed. Some design rules for wide tuning will be given and the
reduction of the number of control currents will be discussed.
The basic design rules to obtain wide quasi-continuous tuning with
the Vernier effect in widely tunable lasers were already discussed in
section §4.2. So this section concentrates on the particularities of the
additive Vernier effect. The design rules for quasi-continuous tuning
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Figure 5.2: Reflection Spectra of the two reflectors (top figures) and the com-
parison between the additive (MGY) and multiplicative (SSG-DBR) Vernier
effect (bottom figures). Simulations done by Syntune AB.
over a large frequency range remain the same and they can be found in
§4.2.
5.2.1 High side-mode suppression
A higher side-mode suppression can be obtained than with the mul-
tiplicative Vernier effect (Fig. 5.2) where two reflectors are placed on
a different side of the gain section (e.g. SG-DBR lasers), because in the
MG-Y concept the neighboring peaks can be designed to add partly out
of phase. This phase difference can be written as [3]:
Ψ =
4ping
c0
∆fsLeff (5.1)
So a large peak separation difference∆fs or a long average effective
reflector length Leff is needed to obtain a high selectivity.
It should be noted that peaks that are further away from the main
peak do not decrease in comparison with the multiplicative case (Fig.
5.2). This may cause problems when the peaks overlap far away from
the gain peak. In that case a mode around the gain peak with a large
enough remaining reflection can start lasing instead of the mode near
the overlapping peaks.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic drawing of an MG-Y laser with 3 control currents
5.2.2 High output power and low power variation
Due to the MMI splitter the two reflectors can be placed at the back of
the laser, so the photons do not have to pass a reflector section with
tuning-induced losses before exiting the laser cavity. A higher output
power and a lower power variation can be obtained in comparisonwith
for example an (S)SG-DBR laser.
The output power and power variation can be further improved by
minimizing the carrier-induced losses of the reflectors by decreasing
the peak separation. A smaller tuning current is then needed to obtain
quasi-continuous tuning leading to less carrier-induced losses.
5.2.3 Reducing the number of control currents
Two perfectly overlapping reflector peaks should add in phase. In or-
der to obtain a constructive interference, the reflections from both re-
flectors should have the same phase at that frequency. Additionally,
both reflectors should start at the same distance from the splitter to
eliminate a potential phase difference between both cavities. The dif-
ference in the positioning of both gratings should be less than 35nm to
keep the phase difference below the acceptable level of ±1 radian.
With a careful design of the gratings and a careful processing of the
branches, enough symmetry between the two branches is obtained and
the differential phase section is no longer necessary so only 3 indepen-
dent tuning currents remain (Fig. 5.3).
If there is asymmetry between the two branches the supermode
boundaries will shift because an extra tuning difference is needed be-
tween the two reflectors to find an optimal overlap. The output power
won’t change because the transmission of each reflector remains the
same, therefore the power maxima won’t be any longer centered su-
permode wise. In figure 5.4 the output power of a widely tunable
MG-Y laser without differential phase section is shown. The output
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Figure 5.4: Output power in function of reflector currents
power remains centered supermode wise indicating that the removal
of the differential phase current is justified in the MG-Y design. The
non-linear gain is responsible for the non-centered output power cav-
ity modewise. It is also important to remark that inserting a differential
phase section can create a certain asymmetry itself.
5.3 Fabrication
The MG-Y lasers were designed and fabricated by Swedish start-up
SyntuneAB. The fabrication of these InP/InGaAsP buried ridge Y-Branch
lasers with multi-quantum well gain section is very similar to that of a
widely tunable DBR laser and thus relatively simple. The front facet
was coated to decrease the facet reflection to about 5% and a window
structure was used to eliminate the unwanted backside facet reflec-
tions. A SEM picture of a fabricated MG-Y laser with 4 control currents
is shown in Figure 5.5.
Some relevant parameters are summarised in the following table.
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Measurements
Reflector 1 Reflector 2
Differential 
phase 
contact on 
top of bend
Bends
MMI
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Common 
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section
Operation conditions
Typical value
Gain current 150mA
Reflector 
currents
0-20mA
Common 
Phase current
0-3mA
Differential 
Phase Current
0mA
Thermistor 25°C
Figure 5.5: SEM picture of a fabricated MG-Y laser
Gain section length 400µm
width 1.6µm
Common phase section length 80µm
width 1.6µm
MMI splitter length 60µm
width 7µm
Bends radius 255µm
length 115µm
width 1.6µm
Reflectors length 700µm
coupling κ 30cm−1
width 1.6µm
5.4 Measurements
Figure 5.6 shows the output frequency and the side-mode suppression
(SMSR) as a function of the reflector currents measured at a gain current
of 100mA and a common phase current of 0.5mA.
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Figure 5.6: Frequency and side-mode suppression of a fabricated MG-Y laser.
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Figure 5.7: Characteristics of best points measured at each ITU frequency.
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Figure 5.8: Optical spectrum of an MG-Y laser
A very regular tuning behaviour of more than 5.5THz (45nm) can
be reached. For each standardised ITU frequency within this tuning
range the best operating point was extracted and characterised. The
properties are shown in Figure 5.7. The fiber coupled output power
varies only 1.2dB over the full tuning range (Fig. 5.7(a)). The facet
output power is around 14dBm or 25mW.
For each ITU frequency between 191.2THz and 196.8THz a side-
mode suppression of more than 40dB is measured (Fig. 5.7(b)). The
good monomodal behaviour can also be noticed when observing the
optical spectrum (Fig. 5.8). The side-modes decrease more than was
initially expected from the additive Vernier effect (Fig. 5.2) thanks to a
better (proprietary) grating design that causes a better destructive in-
terference of partially overlapping peaks.
Most tuning currents are below 15mA (Fig. 5.7(c)) so switching be-
tween channels can happen faster due to the lower thermal transients
when changing currents. Only low tuning currents are necessary due
to the small peak separation of the reflection peaks.
The researchers at Syntune obtained even better measurement re-
sults [77]: a tuning range of 6.4THz was observed with a maximum
output power of up to 45mW. This is the highest output power for
monolithic tunable laser (without integrated amplifier) ever measured.
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5.5 Conclusions
The modulated grating Y-branch (MG-Y) concept yields state-of-the-art
widely tunable lasers with full C or L-band frequency coverage while
maintaining a high side-mode suppression and a low output power
variation.
The output power was the highest measured and reported for a
monolithic tunable laser (without integrated amplifier). The output
power can be further increased by incorporating an SOA.
The lasers satisfy all the telecom specifications (see section §1.2) so
they are worthy competitors for other transmitters for optical telecom
networks. They are commercialised by the Swedish start-up Syntune
ABwhowill further optimize the design and investigate the monolithic
integration of an SOA and a modulator.
With three control currents it has the same control complexity as SG-
DBR or GCSR lasers. A control method will be introduced in chapter 6.
The modulation properties will be briefly discussed in chapter 7.
Chapter 6
Control and Stabilisation
Several widely tunable laser concepts have been investigated in the
past (see chapter 2) and all of them require the adjustment of two or
more control currents to obtain a certain frequency, which makes the
control of widely tunable lasers rather complex. Without control and
stabilisation algorithms widely tunable lasers are of limited commer-
cial interest to telecom operators who require an easy control and a
very stable output.
To overcome the control difficulties, the lasers are sold with an easy
user interface in which the wanted frequency is set by sending a simple
digital command to a microprocessor. A tuning table is then used to
convert the requested frequency into the required control current val-
ues. Creating such a tuning table is very time-consuming due to the
many variables. Additionally fabrication tolerances cause a different
tuning behaviour in each laser, so this characterisation needs to be done
for each laser separately. So a fast characterisation algorithm is needed
to speed up this process and minimize the cost.
Tunable lasers degrade over time, due to the development of defects
at overgrown interfaces within the semiconductor material [78, 79, 80,
81] that cause a larger non-radiative recombination and a reduced car-
rier life time. These degradation effects together with environmental
changes lead to a frequency drift and a decrease of the tuning efficiency,
so feedback control strategies are needed to guarantee a reliable opera-
tion over time. Without a high frequency accuracy and high side-mode
suppression the optical signals will be intermixed and fluctuating, lead-
ing to irrecoverable communication errors. A feedbackmechanism that
can counter the environmental influences and that postpones the re-
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 3
1. Introduction 
Recently there’s been a trend in telecommunication networks using Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing to start deploying widely tunable lasers operating at different frequencies. It’s 
important that these lasers have high frequency accuracy and high side mode suppression 
otherwise their optical signals will be intermixed and fluctuating leading to irrecoverable 
signals. Tunable lasers degrade over time, due to the development of defects within the 
semiconductor material [1]. These degradation effects together with environmental changes 
lead to a frequency drift and a decrease of the tuning efficiency, so feedback control strategies 
are needed to guarantee a reliable operation over time.  
 
The control of widely tunable lasers is rather complex because two or more control currents 
have to be adjusted to obtain a certain frequency (wavelength). However, a user should be 
able to set the wanted frequency by sending a simple digital command to a microprocessor. A 
tuning table is used to convert the requested frequency into the right current values. The many 
variables make the creation of this tuning table time consuming. Fabrication tolerances cause 
a different tuning behaviour in each laser, so this characterisation needs to be done for each 
laser separately. A fast characterisation algorithm can of course speed up this process and 
minimize the cost. In a mass production, the characterisation should be limited to a few 
minutes. 
 
In this deliverable the characterisation and control possibilities of the new widely tunable 
laser concepts developed within the IST-project Newton will be investigated. The 
characterisation and the look-up table generation of the Modulated Grating Y lasers [2] pose 
some challenges due to the three tuning currents that have to be set. Existing feedback 
methods can be used due to similar operation principles as for existing DBR lasers. The 
generation of a look-up table for the widely tunable twin-guide (TTG) lasers [3] is not 
expected to pose any problems due to operation principles that are simpler than for existing 
concepts. The development of feedback based control methods however will require some 
attention because the operation of a DFB-laser is not as straightforward as that of DBR-type 
devices. 
 
Fig. 1.1 – Picture of a control board for a widely tunable MG-Y laser Figure 6.1: Picture of a control board for a widely tunable MG-Y laser
calibration of the device as long as possible is needed to make these
devices commercially interesting.
This chapter discusses the control and stabilisation possibilities of
the widely tunable modulated grating Y-branch (MG-Y) laser that was
introduced in chapter 5. Existing methods for frequency and mode sta-
bilisation of other types of widely tunable lasers will be explained in
the next section. The control and stabilisation of the MG-Y laser will be
theoretically discussed and experimentally demonstrated in sections 2
and 3. The control of the widely tunable twin-guide laser will be briefly
discussed in section 4.
6.1 Existing Methods
In this section an overview is given of existing control and stabilisation
methods for widely tunable lasers. These existing methods were in-
vestigated to find a good control and stabilisation scheme for the new
widely tunable laser concepts.
6.1.1 Frequency stabilisation
Degradation and environmental changes cause a frequency drift of the
output signal. Different possibilities to correct this drift will be intro-
duced in the next paragraphs.
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Figure 6.2: Principle of Frequency Stabilisation through a Wavelength Locker
Optical filter
For most widely tunable lasers a wavelength locker is used to stabilize
the frequency (wavelength): an optical filter with peaks corresponding
to frequencies on the standardised ITU grid translates the frequency
variations into power intensity variations (Fig. 6.2). A Fabry-Pe´rot
etalon [82], an arrayed waveguide grating [83, 84] and a fiber Bragg
grating [85, 86] are mostly used as the reference optical filter.
In some designs [82, 84] the laser is locked by using the edge of
the filter transfer characteristic and a reference intensity: an error sig-
nal can be generated by comparing the measured power ratio (between
the filtered and the unfiltered signal) with a reference power ratio (cor-
responding to the position of the ITU frequency). This error signal is
minimised by adjusting the temperature or the phase current.
A small modulation signal can also be sent through one of the re-
flectors to detect and to lock on to the transmission peak of the optical
filter [84].
Frequency stabilisation is only possible over a limited temperature
range because a mode hop occurs when the temperature changes too
much and the laser will then stabilize at the wrong ITU frequency. So a
wavelength locker should be used in combination with a mode stabili-
sation system.
Integrated Detectors
Other more complicated control techniques based on integrated detec-
tors have also been studied in the past. In a design from UCSB [87] an
SG-DBR laser is coupled to a wavelength dependent integrated split-
ter and a pair of integrated detectors. Due to the wavelength depen-
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dent splitter the normalised detector response varies sinusoidal with
the wavelength creating a waveguide monitor over a range of 30nm
that can be used to stabilize the wavelength.
6.1.2 Mode stabilisation
A mode stabilisation scheme is used in cooperation with a frequency
stabilisation scheme otherwise mode hops can occur when the laser
degrades too much and the frequency stabilizes at the wrong ITU fre-
quency.
Output power and Voltage
For DBR-type lasers, the fluctuations of the output power with chang-
ing tuning currents are often used for mode stabilisation: the alignment
of the reflector peak with a cavity mode can be detected as a power ex-
tremum because sufficiently far above threshold the variations in out-
put power are determined by differential efficiency variations [83].
This control method can also be implemented by integrating detec-
tors in the laser design: in a 2 or 3 section DBR laser [88] such a detector
is placed after the DBR section tomeasure the light transmitted through
the Bragg reflector. In these devices a high side-mode suppression is
obtained when the cavity mode overlaps with the reflection peak of the
Bragg section. This maximum reflection is equal to a minimal detector
current, so the reflector current needs to be adjusted to minimize the
detector current. A phase section is present in a 3 section device where
both the reflector and phase currents need to be tuned to guarantee an
overlap of the cavity mode and the reflection peak while continuously
tuning the wavelength of this laser.
The stabilisation method based on the output power can’t be used
when the output power decreases too much during tuning due to the
carrier-induced losses in the reflector sections. The voltage over the ac-
tive section is a possible alternative: the carrier density increases when
the reflector peaks are detuned from the cavity mode to obtain enough
cavity gain. This increase in carrier density creates a higher voltage
over the active section so a high side-mode suppression can be obtained
when this voltage is minimised [82].
Some laser devices like the grating-assisted coupler with rear SG or
SSG reflector laser (GCSR) or 3-sectionDBR lasers can’t be controlled by
the output power or active voltage mode stabilisation methods. This is
in general the case when the round-trip gain (or optical feedback) in the
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Figure 6.3: Principle of Injection Locking (Picture from Bart Moeyersoon)
laser is less wavelength selective or when non-linear effects dominate,
such that an extremum in voltage or optical power can no longer be
observed away from the mode boundaries.
Injection locking
Injection locking can also be used to control the frequency and to stabi-
lize the device: by injecting multi-wavelength light into the laser cavity,
the laser will reach threshold first at one of the injected wavelengths
[89] so the laser will always stabilize at one of the injected wavelengths
reducing the effects of ageing and tuning table inaccuracies.
It has also been proposed [41, 90] to inject the light from the tunable
lasers back into the cavity through an optical feedback loop (Fig. 6.3)
containing a comb filter in order to speed up the wavelength switching
and improve the wavelength accuracy.
The external filter or light source used to stabilize the laser, should
be less sensitive to temperature changes, degradation and environmen-
tal changes.
6.2 Calibration of an MG-Y laser
A tuning table is used to convert a wanted frequency into the control
current values. The many variables make the creation of such a tuning
table very time-consuming. Additionally fabrication tolerances cause a
different tuning behaviour in each laser, so this characterisation needs
to be done for each laser separately. So a fast characterisation algo-
rithm is needed to speed up this process and minimize the cost. The
tuning table needs recalibration from time to time, when the frequency
96 Control and Stabilisation
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Figure 6.4: Output power in function of reflector currents
shifts too far from its initial point due to degradation and environmen-
tal changes.
Creating a look-up table comes down to finding reliable operating
points that guarantee continuous tuning at a constant power level. The
presence of three control currents makes this calibration quite complex
and time-consuming. Due to hysteresis the characteristics of the mea-
sured point change depending on the previously measured point, so
it is difficult to find reliable operating points. Hysteresis occurs in all
DBR-type lasers, but the hysteresis in MG-Y lasers is substantial and
covers up to 50% of the cell area. This is slightly more than that of a
commercially available DBR and GCSR laser. It’s expected that hys-
teresis will be further decreased as the new MGY-design is further op-
timised. In this section an algorithmwill be presented that is capable of
automatically finding reliable operating points and producing a look-
up table. This work was done in collaboration with Intune Technolo-
gies.
In a first step, a coarse power plane measurement (Fig. 6.4) is car-
ried out in which the power is measured as a function of the two re-
flector currents while the gain current is increased during tuning to
compensate for the tuning losses in the reflectors. A very coarse quick
power planemeasurement is done beforehand to estimate roughly how
much the power drops off so that the gain current can be corrected
while tuning. From the power plane measurement data, reliable oper-
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Figure 6.5: Extracting set of operating points: Output power of operating
points in both the low power (plot at∼7mW) and high power (plot at∼9mW)
coarse characterisations. The dashed line in between is the target power
(8mW)
ating points can be extracted (e.g. by using an image processing tech-
nique) where the overlap between the reflector peaks and the cavity
mode is optimal causing a high side-mode suppression and a high out-
put power.
Secondly, the influence of the phase current is investigated by re-
peating the power plane measurements for different phase currents.
With increasing phase current, the power plane cells (shaped by the
mode boundaries) move to higher reflector currents and the extracted
operating points are at higher frequencies. By only changing the phase
current, tuning of approximately 100GHz is possible before a mode
jump occurs. Through interpolation any frequency within these tun-
ing limits can be located.
For every frequency on the ITU grid (with a 50GHz spacing) within
the tuning range two optimal operating points are extracted for a power
above and below the target power level (Figure 6.5). Out of those two
sets of operating points the ultimate set at the wanted power level can
be extracted through interpolation.
90 channels between 192.35THz and 196.8THz were extracted us-
ing the algorithm described in the previous paragraph. All channels
(Fig. 6.6) were within ±2GHz in frequency of the desired ITU point
and ±0.2dB in power of the target value. The side-mode suppression
was measured to be greater than 35dB for all channels.
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Figure 6.6: Final set of operating points at different ITU frequencies: (a) Fre-
quency error (b) output power (c) side-mode suppression (Measurements by
Intune Technologies)
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Figure 6.7: Schematic drawing of an MG-Y laser diode with integrated pho-
todetectors
6.3 Stabilisation of an MG-Y laser
In this section the control and stabilisation of an MG-Y laser (Fig. 6.7)
will be discussed. A control scheme based on integrated photo detec-
tors will be presented that is capable of locking the operating point to
the middle of a cell. This guarantees that the laser can continue op-
erating even when the environmental conditions change or when the
tuning sections of the laser diode degrade. For frequency stabilisation
a standard wavelength locker was used that changes the phase section
current.
6.3.1 Mode Stabilisation Scheme
Integrated photodiodes (Fig. 6.7) are used for the mode stabilisation. In
this tunable laser concept a high side-mode suppression and high out-
put power is obtained when the cavity mode overlaps with a reflection
peak of both reflectors. At each reflection peak the light transmitted
through the reflector and detected by the integrated photodiode is then
minimal. So an optimal operating point coincides with a minimum in
both detector currents (Fig. 6.8). The small deviation between both
extrema is caused by the tuning-induced losses in the reflectors.
The cell indicated by the dashed oval line in Figure 6.4 was exam-
ined by sweeping the reflector current along a horizontal and a vertical
line. Figure 6.9 shows for both sweeps the measured output power and
the measured detector current corresponding with the changed reflec-
tor current. The measurements in Figure 6.9 show that within a cell
there’s a clearly defined detector minimum or output power maximum
to lock to. Locking can be easily implemented because the extremum
can be detected by dithering the reflector currents. This way the reflec-
tor currents can be adjusted to stabilize the laser operation in the mid-
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Detector 1                        Detector 2                    Output Power
Figure 6.8: Variation of detector current and output power as the reflector
current is varied vertically and horizontally through the cell. The horizontal
(vertical) axis in the intensity plot corresponds with a variation of the current
in the left (right) reflector. An optimal operating point with high SMSR and
output power coincides with a minimum in both detector currents.
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Figure 6.9: Variation of detector current and output power as the reflector
current is varied vertically and horizontally through the cell which is indicated
by the white dashed oval in Fig. 6.4
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Figure 6.10: Variation of right and left reflector currents and frequency while
the temperature is swept between 20 and 25 degrees: thanks to the stabilisa-
tion scheme a mode hop is prevented
dle of the cell and prevent a mode hop. The dithering of the reflector
currents was done with a 0.01mA amplitude and a 4Hz frequency re-
sulting in a fairly small output frequency error of 100 to 200MHzwhich
is corrected by the wavelength locking loop.
In the feedback scheme the light coming from the laser diode is cou-
pled into a fibre. A small part of this light is sent through an etalon to
create a frequency error signal that corrects the phase current. This way
the output frequency is locked to a point on the ITU grid. At the same
time the detector currents are used to lock the mode into the middle
of the cell compensating frequency drifts and expanding the lifetime of
the device.
6.3.2 Control experiments
Through a series of tests the frequency and mode stabilisation algo-
rithms described in the previous section were experimentally exam-
ined. The stability of the MG-Y laser diodes is too good to detect the
effects of ageing during operation. To reproduce the effects of degrada-
tion in the tuning sections over a longer time period, the temperature
of the laser sample was slowly swept.
In a first series of tests the laser was set up at a certain ITU fre-
quency and the temperature was increased to check the degradation
effects. Figure 6.10 shows what happens to the frequency when only
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the mode stabilisation is used. The algorithm compensates the tem-
perature effects so that the laser keeps lasing in the same mode over a
large temperature range. This way the same position within a cell can
be maintained over more than one longitudinal mode. Amode hop can
be prevented, which would not be the case if only the frequency was
stabilised through the phase current.
In a second series of tests that were done by Intune Technologies,
the previously tested stabilisation scheme is used in combinationwith a
wavelength locker while the temperature is swept from 19°C to 28°C in
steps of 0.5°C. At each step, the phase current decreases to maintain the
target frequency. At the same time, the reflector currents are changed to
maintain a constant position of the operating point within the cell. The
movement of this cell is not only caused by the temperature change
but also due to changes in the phase section current induced by the
frequency stabilisation loop.
These feedback tests are shown in Figure 6.11 for five different tem-
peratures. The output power cells move over a considerable range as
the temperature is increased. The tuning currents are decreased by
the stabilisation algorithm to compensate for the temperature change.
There’s no mode hop though, since the cell shifts in the same direction
as the operating point so that a constant position within the cell can
be sustained. For each temperature the operating point is stabilised
around the highest output power within the cell.
Figure 6.12 shows what happens to the operating point when the
temperature is swept from 19 to 27 degrees with the power plane of the
starting temperature as background image. The operating points move
over a considerable range as the temperature is increased to sustain a
constant position within the cell.
The above experiments prove that feedback mechanisms for fre-
quency andmode stabilisation are able to endure a considerable amount
of degradation in the tuning sections of the laser diode. The lifetime of
the device is greatly expanded because the stabilisation algorithm com-
pensates for the early degradation and postponing recalibrations.
The locking based on detector currents is much more accurate than
the voltage locking or the output power locking where non-linear cav-
ity effects and tuning-induced losses deteriorate the stabilisation. Ad-
ditionally, the detector currents have a much smaller range than the
active voltage values, which makes it easier to obtain a higher sensitiv-
ity. So the proposed scheme has advantages over previously published
mode stabilisation concepts.
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Figure 6.11: Stabilisation of the operating point around the highest output
power within the cell while the temperature is swept between 19 and 27 de-
grees. (Measurements by Intune Technologies)
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Figure 6.12: Variation of the operating point duringmode and frequency lock-
ing, while the temperature is swept between 19 and 28 degrees. Each tempera-
ture is indicated by different shades of gray. The power plane was taken at the
initial temperature of 19 degrees with the reflector currents in arbitrary units.
There’s no mode hop though, since the cell shifts in the same direction of the
operating point so that a constant position within the cell can be sustained
(Measurements by Intune Technologies)
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Figure 6.13: The ratio of the two right detector compared with the side-mode
suppression.
6.3.3 Ratio of right detector currents
Figure 6.7 shows that the right detector is split in two. In the previous
section they were used as one detector. However by measuring them
separately some useful information for the characterisation and stabil-
isation of the MG-Y lasers can be obtained.
The ratio of the two right detector currents remains almost constant
within one supermode (Fig. 6.13(a)), but changes drastically between
supermodes due to the frequency dependence of the absorption of the
detectors. Comparing the ratio with the side-mode suppression (Fig.
6.13(b)), it is obvious that the ratio values change around the super-
mode boundaries.
The ratio of the right detector currents can be used to define the
supermode boundaries quickly, after which the characteristics of the
device only need to be measured along the supermodes speeding up
the characterisation process.
The ratio can also be used as extra check during stabilisation to
guarantee that the laser is still lasing at the same (super)mode.
6.4 The widely tunable twin-guide lasers
This section will briefly discuss the issues involved with characterizing
and controlling a widely tunable twin-guide laser (chapter 4).
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6.4.1 Characterisation
The characterisation of the widely tunable twin-guide lasers is easier
due to its operation as a λ/4-shifted DFB laser, which automatically en-
sures that the lasing cavity mode coincides with the overlapping filter
peaks. So a phase section is redundant and only two tuning currents
are needed to tune over a large wavelength range.
The development of a look-up table for the (S)SG-TTG laser can be
based on the detection of a number of supermode boundaries and the
determination of a number of one-dimensional wavelength vs. current
characteristics. An efficient characterisation is possible if the detection
of the supermode boundaries can be done fast e.g. using power mea-
surements in combination with the use of coarse filters.
6.4.2 Control
Three different control possibilities were investigated during this PhD
but none of them delivered a useful stabilisation algorithm.
Active Voltage
The optical feedback in the SG-TTG laser consists of the product of the
reflections from both sampled gratings and thus has a sharply peaked
wavelength dependence. Therefore one could expect that points of
maximum side-mode rejection would correspond with points of mini-
mum threshold gain and thus minimum voltage.
The tuning currents and the active current both run through the
same n-InP channel (Fig. 6.14) contributing to the voltage drop along
the InP-channel. So the voltage measured between the active p-contact
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(a) Measured voltage between active p-
contact and n-contact
(b) Active section voltage
Figure 6.15: Variation of the active voltage of an SG-TTG laser while sweeping
the reflector currents.
at the bottom and the n-contact at the top of the device (Fig. 6.15(a))
includes a voltage drop along the InP-channel caused by the tuning
currents:
Vmeasured = RaIa +RInP−channel(Ia + It1 + It2)
Vmeasured = Vactive +RInP−channel(It1 + It2)
(6.1)
In order to obtain the wanted active section voltage Vactive, one
needs to find a value for the resistance of the InP-channel RInP−channel
and correct the measured voltage values. The term in formula 6.1 due
to the tuning currents is clearly the dominant term as can be seen in
Figure 6.15(a). So one can extract a value for RInP−channel out of these
voltage measurements. The obtained values for the active section volt-
age are shown in Figure 6.15(b).
However, thismethod is only usable if the influence of tuning-induced
losses remains small over the whole tuning range. High losses will cre-
ate a quickly increasing threshold gain making the minimum gradient
in active voltage undetectable as can be seen in Figure 6.15(b).
Output Power
Another control idea is based on the following formula for the output
power [91]:
P =
2αend
2αend + αint
I − Ith
qV
(6.2)
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Figure 6.16: Variation of the output power gradient of an SG-TTG laser while
sweeping the reflector currents.
with αend the mirror loss, αint the internal loss, Ith the threshold
current and V the active region volume occupied by photons. From
this formula one can derive the following equation
∆P
∆I/qV
=
2αend
2αend + αint
(6.3)
The mirror losses αend are minimal when reflection peaks of the two
gratings perfectly overlap. So the side-mode suppression will be maxi-
mal where a minimum in the ∆P/∆I characteristic is distinguished.
The values for∆P/∆I in Figure 6.16 were obtained through a static
measurement at two active currents (100mA and 110mA). A dynamic
measurement around 1MHz would be even better due to their lower
temperature dependence. The obtained values do not clearly show a
minimum, so they can’t be used for stabilisation purposes. However
the supermode boundaries can clearly distinguished, so these measure-
ments might be useful in speeding up the characterisation process.
Integrated Detectors
In the last batch of SG-TTG laser fabricated by the Technical University
of Munich, integrated detectors were added in front and at the back of
an SG-TTG laser for control purposes.
Apparently there is some cross-talk between the monitor diodes
and the laser. Fig. 6.17 shows that the probing of the integrated de-
tectors has a negative effect on the lasing characteristics. The resistance
between the n-contact of the laser and the first detector is only 60 Ohm.
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Figure 6.17: Effect of the probing of the integrated detectors on tuning be-
haviour of a SG-TTG laser.
That’s not enough, so future tests with integrated detectors should in-
clude some process modifications to prevent this.
The measured detector values weren’t usable. The detector currents
do not change much because the absorption characteristic of the detec-
tors is fairly flat.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter an algorithm for the characterisation of MG-Y lasers has
been presented that can find good operating points at standardised fre-
quencies over a large frequency range of more than 5THz. All these
points exhibit only a very small deviation from the target output fre-
quency (±2GHz) and target output power (±0.2dB) and a side-mode
suppression of over 35dB.
A stabilisation algorithm for MG-Y lasers was demonstrated. A
wavelength locker is used to stabilize the optical frequency by correct-
ing the phase current. The output currents of the photo detectors that
were integrated after each reflector were used to stabilize the mode.
The reflector currents are adjusted to minimize the output of the photo
detectors.
This stabilisation scheme guarantees that the operating point of an
MG-Y remains in the center of the cell preventing a mode hop. So the
laser continues operating at the wanted frequency even when the tun-
ing sections degrade orwhen environmental conditions change. Thanks
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to the algorithm re-calibrations can be postponed decreasing operating
cost.
The control of the widely tunable twin-guide lasers is much more
complex than originally anticipated. Several stabilisationmethodswere
investigated but none were successful. Further research in the control
possibilities of SG-TTGs needs to be done in the future. Certainly the
integration of detectors should be further investigated.
Chapter 7
Modulation
In the previous chapters the static properties of the newwidely tunable
lasers were examined. This chapter investigates the dynamic properties
of these lasers. These are very important in telecom applications where
the laser signals are modulated to broadcast data over optical fiber. To-
day a data bit rate of 2.5 or 10 Gbit/s per ITU channel is typical, but a
move to 40Gbit/s is expected in the near future.
High speed modulation can be achieved by either directly modulat-
ing the active current or by using an external modulator. Better mod-
ulation properties are obtained through an external modulator but the
device design and fabrication becomes more complex and more expen-
sive. The output power is also decreased due to coupling losses be-
tween the modulator and the laser diode.
The noise characteristics and the direct modulation properties of
the widely tunable twin-guide laser will be extensively examined in
this chapter. The properties of the Modulated Grating Y-Branch laser
will also be discussed shortly and afterwards the dynamic behaviour
of both designs will be compared with other widely tunable laser con-
cepts.
7.1 Noise characteristics of an SG-TTG laser
From the measurements of the relative intensity noise, the K-factor and
the theoretical maximum modulation bandwidth under small signal
modulation can be derived.
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Figure 7.1: RIN measurements of an SG-TTG laser for different active current
values. The tuning currents were set to an output frequency of 193.2THz.
7.1.1 Relative intensity noise
The relative intensity noise (RIN) describes the amplitude fluctuations
in the optical field due to spontaneous emission. The spontaneous
emission is random and omnidirectional so some photons are emitted
in the direction of the laser cavity leading to amplitude fluctuations.
This noise is defined as the ratio of the spectral density of the photon
density fluctuations and the square of the average photon density [27]:
RIN(f) = A
f2 + ( γ2pi )
2
(f2r − f2)2 + ( γ2pi )2f2
(7.1)
with fr the resonance frequency and γ the damping. The RIN is
expressed in dB/Hz.
A high speed photo detector with a bandwidth higher than 10GHz
is used to measure the laser emission. The noise spectrum is extracted
using a highly sensitive electrical spectrum analyzer. The measured
RIN results of an SG-TTG laser with a total length of 1200µm for dif-
ferent values of the active current are shown in Figure 7.1. The tuning
currents were set to an output frequency of 193.2THz.
At low bias currents the RIN is dominated by the laser source noise,
while at higher powers the photodiode shot noise becomes the impor-
tant factor. The resonance frequency increases at higher active currents
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while the maximum RIN decreases at higher output powers (for high
enough output powers).
7.1.2 Extracting the modulation bandwidth
Out of the measurements of the RIN for different active current val-
ues a theoretical value for the intrinsic modulation bandwidth can be
extracted. The method is described below.
A value for the resonance frequency fr and damping factor γ can be
extracted from fitting the RIN formula 7.1 on each RIN measurement.
Far above threshold there’s a linear relationship (Fig. 7.2) between
the damping and the squared resonance frequency [91, 92]:
γ = γ0 +Kf2r (7.2)
The K-factor describing the damping of the laser response at high
frequencies can be extracted from these fitted parameters. The K-factor
is determined by the photon lifetime of the laser cavity and is inversely
proportional to the maximum intrinsic modulation bandwidth [91, 92]:
fmax,damping =
2pi
√
2
K
(7.3)
The extracted theoretical values for the maximum intrinsic modula-
tion bandwidth over the tuning range of an SG-TTG laser are given for
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Figure 7.3: Extracted theoretical values for maximum intrinsic modulation
bandwidth over tuning range of SG-TTG laser
several ITU frequencies in Figure 7.3. The limit varies over the tuning
range due to the wavelength dependence of the material and optical
cavity parameters.
This extracted bandwidth maximum (Fig. 7.3) is for an ideal laser
diode. In practice the performance of the device will be worse than pre-
dicted due to the presence of parasitics like stray capacitances parallel
to the active region, the resistance of the semiconductor layers (around
5Ω according to Fig. 7.4), the inductance of bond wires, contact capaci-
tance, ...
Thermal effects can deteriorate the obtained maximum bandwidth
value even more. Heat generated by injecting current into the device
can cause a saturation of the resonance frequency to a value fr,max. The
maximum bandwidth is then given by [91, 92]
fmax,thermal =
√
1 +
√
2fr,max (7.4)
Better cooling can improve the thermal effects, while a high speed
design of the laser minimizes the parasitic effects.
7.1.3 Indication of actual bandwidth
Not only the theoretical maximum can be extracted out of the RINmea-
surements, but also an indication of the actual bandwidth of the modu-
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lation response can be obtained. The modulation response can be writ-
ten as:
|M(f)|2 = 1
1 + ( ffp )
2
f4r
(f2r − f2)2 + ( γ2pi )2f2
(7.5)
The first factor is due to the parasitic effects. The parasitic cut-off
frequency fp characterizes the extrinsic limitations due to carrier trans-
port and parasitic elements of the laser structure. The other parameters
of this modulation response formula are the same as in formula (7.1). So
an indication of the actual 3dB bandwidth without parasitic effects can
be obtained by inserting the extracted parameters from the RIN fitting
(at an active current of 250mA) in this modulation response and ne-
glecting the first factor. This leads to the 3dB bandwidth values shown
in Figure 7.5. For all measured ITU frequencies a bandwidth higher
than 8GHz and up to 12GHz is obtained.
The extracted bandwidth is quite uniform over the whole tuning
range. This is due to two counteracting effects. The tuning increases
the threshold current considerably and this has a decreasing effect on
the resonance frequency. On the other hand, the spectral variation of
dg/dN (Fig. 4.19) compensates this because tuning is towards the high-
frequency side where dg/dN is larger [93].
These two counteracting effects result in a more or less uniform
bandwidth throughout most of the tuning range and simultaneously
explain for the decrease of the bandwidth at the edges of the tuning
range where the I−Ith decrease is the largest and the dg/dN variations
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Figure 7.5: Theoretical indication of actual bandwidth of an SG-TTG laser
through modulation response formula.
are not strong enough anymore to compensate this. By adjusting the
detuning of the gain peak and moving the grating center wavelength
to lower frequencies, the average dg/dN value can be increased with-
out decreasing I − Ith and, therefore, the bandwidth can on average be
increased.
7.2 Small-Signal Modulation of an SG-TTG laser
The SG-TTG laser sample has been probed with Picoprobe 40A, a high
frequency needle for small-signal modulation up to 40GHz. A bias-
T combines the DC and AC signal and isolates the sources from each
other. The small sinusoidal AC signal is generated by a signal generator
(Rhode & Schwarz) that is capable of reaching frequencies up to 3GHz.
Using Labview the modulation frequency is swept over the full fre-
quency range and the output signal is detected by a high speed photo
diode and processed by an HP71400 light wave signal analyzer to ex-
tract the amplitude of the optical power modulation (Fig. 7.6(a)). A
digital spectrum analyzer that digitally analyzes the output power can
also be used to measure the amplitude (Fig. 7.6(b)). The difference in
output power between both methods can be explained by a difference
in coupling losses.
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Figure 7.6: Small signal modulation response measured by an electrical spec-
trum analyzer and a digital spectrum analyzer
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Figure 7.7: Small-signal intensity modulation of a 900µm and 1200µm long
SG-TTG laser
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Figure 7.8: Small-signal intensity modulation of 1200µm long TTG laser at
different ITU frequencies
The small-signal behaviour of two SG-TTG lasers with a different
laser length is shown in Figure 7.7. A 3dB cut-off frequency is reached
around 1GHz. The bandwidth for the 900µm long device is better than
for the longer 1200µm device indicating that the parasitic effects play
an important role.
By injecting tuning current, the carrier density in active layer in-
creases and the carrier lifetime in the active layer shortens so an in-
crease of the 3dB cut-off frequency is expected. This tuning-effect was
observed with the original DFB-TTG lasers [94] where the FM mod-
ulation bandwidth increased from 150MHz at It = 2mA to 470MHz
at It = 50mA. The effect of a frequency tuning on the small-signal
modulation is shown in Figure 7.8. The 3dB cut-off frequency does not
change during tuning due to parasitic effects.
The dynamic properties does not change either when the active cur-
rent is increased (Fig. 7.9). It is another indication that the parasitic
effects dominate the dynamic behaviour.
The low modulation bandwidth isn’t a surprise because the laser
wasn’t designed for high frequency operation. Better bandwidth values
should be reachable when the contact pads are smaller and when the
laser is packaged for high speed operation.
The parasitic series resistance is around 5Ω, so the parasitic capaci-
tance is around 32pF for a 1GHz 3dB cut-off frequency. The huge con-
tact pad (1200x110µm2) contributes to 8pF of this 32pF capacitance and
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Figure 7.9: Small-signal intensity modulation of 900µm long TTG laser at dif-
ferent active currents
can be almost completely eliminated simply by reducing its size and
using a more suitable passivation like BCB. The remaining 24pF ca-
pacity is most likely caused by the large p-n-junction width of 25µm.
To get close to the magical 10GHz a capacity of 3.2pF is needed (as-
suming again a 5Ω series resistance). This can be obtained with a p-n-
homojunction width of about 5µm. This is feasible with some design
optimisations.
Additionally, modified concepts have been presented [32, 70] to in-
crease the output power or the pumping efficiency of the TTG lasers
considerably and thereby also the modulation bandwidth.
7.3 The Modulated Grating Y-branch laser
The direct modulation properties of the modulated grating Y-branch
laser were intensively investigated by a group from KTH Stockholm.
The results are described in two papers [5, 6] and are summarised in
the table below.
Wavelength Damping Thermal Parasitic Measured
(nm) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) @80mA (GHz)
1535 20.3 13.6 20.7 8.44
1555 14.9 13.7 19.0 8.57
1574 14.7 11.5 15.0 7.66
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Theoretical maximum intrinsic modulation bandwidth values up to
20GHz were extracted from the RIN measurements. Direct modulation
experiments were also carried out using an impedance matched copla-
nar probe and a precision current source. An 8GHz modulation band-
width was measured at an active current of 80mA. The active current
couldn’t be further increased due to the heating in the probe resistor.
With an improved driving circuit that can handle a higher active cur-
rent and a high frequency mounting an actual bandwidth of 15GHz
seems feasible.
7.4 Comparison with other widely tunable lasers
In this section the modulation properties of the widely tunable twin-
guide laser and the modulated grating Y-branch laser will be compared
to other widely tunable laser concepts.
For the grating assisted coupler sampled reflector laser (§2.4.4) a
maximum intrinsicmodulation bandwidth of 12GHz [95] was reported.
A 7GHz bandwidth was reached during modulation experiments due
to low parasitic contacts. Better cooling could decrease the thermal ef-
fects and increase the actual bandwidth.
For the sampled grating DBR laser (§2.4.2) a maximum intrinsic
modulation bandwidth of 14.8GHz was reported [96]. The bandwidth
measured is only 4.8GHz due to RC parasitics. 10GHz seems feasible if
the parasitics can be decreased.
The widely tunable twin-guide laser has promising prospects. It
has amaximum theoretical bandwidth above 20GHz and the 3dB band-
width at 250mA indicates that an actual bandwidth of 12GHz should
be possible. This is the highest maximum theoretical bandwidth re-
ported so far. The current lasers are at the moment not designed for
high-speed modulation, so only 1GHz modulation can be reached at
the moment.
The modulated grating Y-branch laser has better track records. An
8GHz bandwidth was measured at 80mA active current. One of the
highest reported so far, while the intrinsic modulation bandwidth indi-
cates that that number can be doubled through a better high frequency
design.
Nevertheless the two new laser concepts look like worthy competi-
tors in the widely tunable laser market when it comes down to dynamic
behaviour.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and
Perspectives
8.1 Conclusions
The primary goal of this doctoral research was to develop and experi-
mentally investigate new types of widely tunable laser diodes that have
the same qualities as (non-tunable) DFB lasers, i.e. high output power
and high side-mode suppression, and are widely tunable, easily con-
trollable and easily manufacturable.
The performance of the widely tunable twin-guide lasers is com-
parable with other monolithic widely tunable lasers. A tuning range
of 6THz (over 40nm) while maintaining a high output power and a
side-mode suppression of more than 40dB was observed for most ITU
channels.
Diffraction gratings that can be used in widely tunable laser con-
cepts were successfully designed, fabricated and characterised during
this PhD research. Sampled Gratings were preferred in widely-tunable
twin-guide lasers because they are easy to fabricate and they are very
robust against frequently occurring fabrication tolerances.
The modulated grating Y-branch (MG-Y) concept has full C-band
frequency coverage while maintaining a high side-mode suppression
and a low output power variation. The output power was the highest
measured and reported for a monolithic tunable laser (without inte-
grated amplifier).
Algorithms for the control and the stabilisation of the MG-Y lasers
were developed and successfully tested speeding up the calibration
process guaranteeing that the laser continues operating at the wanted
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frequency even when the tuning sections degrade or when environ-
mental conditions change.
The dynamic behavior of both designs showed promising prospects.
The widely tunable twin-guide laser has the highest maximum theoret-
ical bandwidth reported so far. The current design wasn’t adapted for
high-speed modulation, so only a 1GHz modulation could be reached.
8GHzmodulation was demonstrated for the modulated grating Y laser,
while the intrinsic modulation bandwidth indicates that this number
can be doubled through a better high frequency design.
Both laser concepts satisfy all the telecom specifications (see section
§1.2) and show promising dynamic behavior so they are worthy com-
petitors with other transmitters for optical telecom networks.
8.2 Perspectives and Future Directions
Widely tunable semiconductor laser diodes with tuning ranges of sev-
eral tens of nanometers will become key components in optical tele-
communication networks, because they can help telecom operators re-
spond to the increasing bandwidth demand at a low price, while intro-
ducing new functionality and higher flexibility in the network.
Miniaturisation and integration will be driving forces for future re-
search because they reduce the packaging cost and add extra function-
ality to widely tunable lasers. A semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA)
can be integrated with both laser concepts to improve the output power
and to decouple the power and wavelength control. Integrating a mod-
ulator to improve the dynamic behavior is also a logic next step for both
laser concepts. Additionally tapers can be added at the front of the de-
vice to obtain a higher coupling efficiency to optical fiber.
Both designs can be further optimised for high speed operation as
well. Smaller contacts and packaging of the devices can have posi-
tive effects on the maximum modulation bandwidth. The move of the
Bragg peak to higher frequencies in order to improve the dynamic be-
havior will also be an interesting research area for SG-TTG lasers, be-
cause it might deteriorate the static properties.
Additionally, it would be interesting to see how other superperiod
gratings behave in widely tunable twin-guide lasers. Therefore a bet-
ter e-beam facility with a higher writing resolution is needed. The in-
fluence of the gain could then be further investigated and we should
be able to check the gain compensated superstructure gratings designs
that were developed during this PhD.
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An asymmetric SG-TTG design could be investigated as well with
a short front mirror that has a low duty cycle and a longer rear mirror
that has a higher duty cycle. This design will create a higher output
power, but probably deteriorates the side-mode suppression in the case
of λ/4-shifted DFB lasers.
The control of the widely tunable twin-guide lasers is complex, so
further research in the control possibilities of SG-TTGs needs to be done
in the future. Integrating detectors seems the most logical next step in
trying to control these devices.
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Appendix A
Acronyms
ARC Anti-reflection coating
BH Buried heterostructure
CBE Chemical beam epitaxy
DBR Distributed Bragg reflector
DFB Distributed feedback
DS Digital supermode
FP Fabry-Pe´rot
GCSR Grating-assisted coupler with rear sampled reflector
ICP Inductively coupled plasma etching
ITU International telecommunication union
MG-Y Modulated grating Y-branch
MMI Multimode interferometer
MOVPE Metallic-organic vapor phase epitaxy
MQW Multi-quantum well
RIE Reactive ion etching
RIN Relative intensity noise
RW Ridge waveguide
SG Sampled grating
SMSR Side-mode suppression
SOA Semiconductor optical amplifier
SSG Superstructure grating
TTG Tunable twin-guide
VCSEL Vertical cavity surface emitting laser
WDM Wavelength division multiplexing
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